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Schaaf
named
director
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sarah Jane "Susie" Schaaf, secretary of the Revenue Cabinet
for nearly two years, is switching agencies.
Her deputy, Mike Haydon, will
replace her when members of
Gov. Paul Patton's Executive
Cabinet are sworn in Tuesday.
Patton's top appointee, Secretary of the Cabinet Crit
Luallen, said Monday that
Schaaf will take a director's
position in the Cabinet for Families and Children.
All cabinets were reviewed
and their secretaries interviewed
as Patton was preparing to
begin his second term, Luallen
said in an interview.
Schaaf wanted to move into
human services, Luallen said.
At Families and Children, she
will head an office that monitors the quality and effectiveness of the agency's services.

Trust fund
increases
competition
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A guaranteed flow of research
money from a state trust fund
is helping Kentucky compete
for experts on head and spinal
cord injuries.
It also has caught the attention of Christopher Reeve, the
former "Superman" actor paralyzed in a fall from a horse.
Reeve who has given the
paralysis-recovery issue national prominence, will visit Gov.
Paul Patton and the General
Assembly on Feb. 3, it was
announced Monday.
A paralysis foundation that
bears Reeve's name "considers Kentucky the role model"
for state-created research trust
funds, Patton said 'in a news
conference.
Kentucky dedicates fines for
seat-belt violations and a $12.50
surcharge on speeding tickets
to the trust fund.
Money is divided between
the University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville.
The fund takes in about $3
million per year, state Sen. Tim
Shaughnessy, who sponsored
legislation creating the trust fund
in 1994, said in the news conference.
WE
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MSU to give fire safety update
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A committee overseeing fire
safety improvement in state university student housing was expected to hear Tuesday that projects
Murray State University are either
done or on schedule.
"We're on target with a primary portion of the plan," said
Tom Denton, MSU's vice presi-

dent for administrative services, been installed in the high-rise dorms
which oversees the school's facil- - Hester, White, Regents, Elizaities management department.
beth and Hart - and that windov
Denton and MSU general coun- in Elizabeth have been replaced.
sel John Rall were to attend the (Former windows there could not
Legislative Research Commission's be opened.)
Capitol Projects and Bond OverDenton said a security camera
sight Committee meeting in Frank- system has been installed in Hesfort.
ter, which was in the first part of
Denton said Monday that sprin- MSU's estimated $4.75 million
kler systems and door closers have upgrading plan.

"I think we're really doing well,"
Denton said.
The second phase includes
installing camera systems in the
other dorms, which Denton said
is nearly done, and upgrading fire
alarm and elevator systems. Elevators are scheduled to be done
by the end of next summer, according to MSU's plan.
It was in the aftermath of a

II See Page 2

Study finds
willingness
to stay off
welfare
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two-thirds of all former welfare
recipients surveyed in Kentucky'
said they do not want to return
to receiving public assistance, the
state Cabinet for Families and
Children reported.
The study by the University of
Louisville also found that most
former welfare recipients are
employed, have more income than
people still on welfare, and are
still receiving Medicaid and food
stamps.
"Many families appear to be
on the right track to succeed both
economically and socially after they
leave welfare," said Viola Miller.
secretary of the Cabinet for Families and Children, in a statement
Monday. "We are pleased that the
majority of people both still on
welfare and those who have left
are satisfied with the help they
are receiving from the cabinet's
employees"
But the study also showed that
among families with preschoolage children, only 6 percent of those
who had left welfare had children
in preschool, compared to 17 percent of families who remained on
welfare. In addition, children of
the former welfare recipients were
also more likely to have trouble
passing grades: 30 percent of former welfare recipients said their
children had academic problems,
compared to 20 percent of families still on welfare.
The study was conducted by
the university's Kent School of
Social Work. Researchers surveyed
507 people drawn randomly from
welfare case files in 1998. The same
people will be resurveyed annually for several years.
The majority of respondents
were young white women who have
been Kentucky residents for 20
years. Of the 504 people surveyed,
74 percent were still receiving
welfare; 26 have left welfare.
The study's other findings:
— Those who left welfare were

M See Page 2

Policy
review
planned
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Defense Secretary William Cohen
ordered an intensive 90-day review
of the military's "don't ask, don't
tell" policy toward homosexuals
on Monday after President Clinton's weekend complaint that it
was not working as intended.
"We are as determined as the
president is to see that the policy is implemented fairly," Defense
Department spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said in announcing the
review at a Pentagon briefing.
Vice President Al Gore, campaigning in Ohio on Monday,
became the latest 'administration
official to call for an end to the
current policy. "Gays and lesbians.
should be allowed to serve their
country without discrimination,"
Gore said.
Cohen had ordered acting
department Inspector General Donald Mancuso to undertake the
review, which will consist of spot
investigations at major military
installations, Bacon said.
Mancuso will decide which
bases to look at and send teams
there to interview low-ranking soldiers, sailors, Marines-and Air Force
members as well as noncommissioned officers and commanders
to determine "the human relations
climate," Bacon said.
•
•Gay-rights activists have called
the policy, put in place in 1994,
a tragic failure of the military's
policy toward homosexuals, underscored by the bludgeoned death
of a soldier in his barracks in
Fort Campbell, Ky. A military jury
sentenced an Army private to life
in prison for the slaying last week
while another soldier remains
charged with being an accessory.
Under the "don't ask, don't
tell" policy, gay members of the
military can continue to serve —
and their superiors cannot investigate and expel them — as long
as they keep their sexual orientation to themselves.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
DECORATIONS, STAGE LEFT...Students at East Elementary School untangle chains of
Christmas decorations as they prepare for the holiday show in the school gym.

Ideas pour in for funds
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentuckians involved
in health care are offering dozens of ideas on how
the state should spend the $45 million settlement
that it will be receiving from Anthem Inc.
One recommendation calls for more money to be
pumped into community clinics for indigent care. About
18 percent of Kentuckians live in poverty.
Another proposal would provide subsidies to help
the working poor buy insurance. One of seven Kentuckians lacks health insurance.
"Whatever we do, we need to make sure that
we're helping the people who need it most," said
Jane Chiles, executive director of the Catholic Conference of Kentucky. "There needs to be a strong
consumer's voice in whatever we decide to do."
With the Nov. 30 settlement, Kentucky became
the ninth state in which Anthem agreed to set up
a charitable health-care foundation after states challenged the company's takeover of non-profit Blue
Cross and Blue Shield insurance plans.
Attorney General Ben Chandler had sued Anthem
for $232 million, alleging that the Indianapolis-based
company improperly kept charitable assets when it
acquired Kentucky's old Blue Cross plan six years
ago. Anthem agreed to pay $45 million into a fund
before the end of the year if Chandler dropped the

suit.
While the settlement requires the money to be
used to meet the health-care needs of Kentuckians,
it left the details to be worked out.
Chandler and health-care advocates envision a
fund that lets the $45 million build principal and
makes grants for health purposes from the interest
it earns. They predict the fund could pay out $4
million a year and still keep much more than the
original $45 million.
Chandler has asked Chiles and several others to
serve on an advisory committee to propose guidelines for using the money and recommend the structure of a board of directors to oversee the fund.
Chiles said the $4 million a year won't be enough
to tackle major initiatives such as providing health
insurance to the estimated 500,000 Kentuckians who
have none, but if combined with matching funds
from communities it could pay for many pilot projects.
Dr. Tom Young, a Lexington pediatrician who
serves on an advisory council for the Kentucky Children's Health Insurance Program, which provides
free coverage to low-income children, suggested

M See Page 2
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Brochures,
billboards
helpful in
fund-raising

ER

Tonight.. Mostly cloudy. Low
around 40. South wind increasing to 10 to 20 mph.
Wednesday.. Cloudy with a
chance of rain...Changing to
flurries before ending. High
around 45. Chance of precipitation 30 percent.
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fatal arson fire at MSU's Hester
Residential College last November that presidents of state universities and colleges agreed to
upgrade fire safety in dorms and
to pay for changes through housing and dining funds or issuing
bonds.
MSU's Board of Regents last

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
TOO CURIOUS...Southwest Elementary P1 student Elizabeth White checks the work of classmate
Shayna Dugger during art class Monday. The students were making homemade hand-painted
Christmas cards.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A veteran Crime Stoppers member in Paducah suggests
telling the public about the local board could be a benefit when it fund-raising time arnves.
"I think publicity is really the key," Dan Steele said,
citing brochures and billboards as examples Monday during the regular monthly meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Crime Stoppers board.
Steele, an 11 -year member of the McCracken County
chapter. brought with him a tri-fold brochure that lists
information about the agency, its accomplishments, its tip
line telephone number and a place to write in a pledge
amount.
In its first year of sending the brochure, the McCracken County group garnered $6,500 in contributions. Steele
said.
Steele said the brochure is one of two letters his agency
sends out each year. The second tells people who have
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Contract talks bear no fruit

American Industrial Hygiene Association.
Some county residents, though,
said the idea was comparable to
tactics used by German Nazis to
get children to identify Jews and
went against the concept of being
a good citizen.
They also said the anonymous
tip line might be used by a vengeful student to falsely report another student or teacher - a concern
Dan Steele dismissed by noting
police are used to filtering through
tips.
Au Crime Stoppers, he said,
"We don't want a kid's name to
be known."
In other matters, the local board
voted to tentatively offer a $200

agreed to contribute how to send
in their contribution, he said.
The McCracken chapter's other
fund-raising methods have included a yard sale, where people donated items to be sold, and raffles.
the most popular of which is an
annual quilt giveaway, Steele said.
Steele also noted contributions
tend to go up following high-profile crimes.
It was one such crime that
prompted Steele to push for an
anonymous telephone line in
McCracken schools for students'
use.
"Right after the shooting at
Heath (High School). I felt like
we needed a tip line." Steele said
of the December 1997 fatal shooting.
Valerie,
daughter.
Steele's
brought up a similar idea in February. The tip line, with a tollfree number leading to an answering with limited access, would
have been installed for free as a
class project of Murray State University's student chapter of the

III Funds ...
From Page 1
spending the Anthem money on
early intervention for children with
mental disordelis.
Young said some schools in
Louisville and Lexington provide
mental-health therapists, but most
don't.
Young agreed with Tom Templin, of the Community Farm
Alliance, that some of the money
should be used to subsidize health
insurance for the working poor.
James Johns, a Lexington insur-
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more likely to have a spouse or
partner living with them and to
have children no longer living with
them. Fifty-four percent of the former recipients and 34 percent of
recipients are married.
— Sixty-two percent of the former recipients and 30 percent of
active recipients are employed.
with average monthly incomes of
$692 and $359 respectively.

1 YR. $98.00
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reward for information about a
Nov. 27 break-in at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Medical Art Center's pharmacy that
netted $12,000 worth of various narcotics.
Murray Police Detective Sgt.
Eddie Rollins, the department's
new representative on the board,
said investigators have some leads
in the case.
To report information, call Crime
Stoppers at 753-9500.
The board also chose its new
officers: Jeremy Bell (president);
current president Stuart Alexander
(vice president); and Rick Harris
and Dwayne Fulkerson, who will
remain secretary and treasurer,
respectively.

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — After
50 meetings, contract talks between
Pikeville Methodist Hospital and
the largest United Steelworkers of
America unit at the hospital ended
today without a resolution, a hospital spokesman announced.
The hospital had the option to
end the negotiations because a majority of the 600 members of the
non-registered nurses unit had
signed a supplemental petition asking to leave the union, Danny Briscoe, hospital spokesman. said.
"We think we have a good faith
reason to assume that the employees of this hospital no longer want
to be represented by the Steelworkers," Briscoe said.
Carl Hall, chief negotiator for
the union, was not available for
comment early today. On Monday,
he said he had no comment on the
situation until he had the opportunity to meet with hospital officials
ance agent active in health care this morning.
reform and who helps chronically
Both the hospital's registered
ill people obtain insurance, wants nurses and the 600 workers classito use the money to hold down fied as "nonprofessional" by the
the cost of insurance for the sickest Kentuckians — "those who
need coverage, but can't afford
it."
John Kipp, 65, a bricklayer from
Crestwood, knows about that. He
From Page 1
is covered by Medicare, but he
said the cost of health insurance Friday approved an 11-percent
for his wife, Ann, 61, has soared increase, to begin next summer,
in the past four years, to $774 a in housing fees to help pay for
improvements. The board approved
month, from $220.
his
switch
a 12-percent increase in those fees
Kipp said he had to
wife, who's not yet eligible for in February for the current school
Medicare, to a policy with fewer year.
The Hester fire also prompted
benefits.
"I think the money should be a variety of federal and state lawput in a pool to help people pay suits against MSU ancUor its
these high premiums," Kipp said. employees, which Rail said prompted his presence at today's meeting.
Since last fall, state officials have
visited the state university campuses
and reviewed the safety plans,
which were approved by the state
Council on Postsecondary Education, said Ken Walker, the council's vice president for finance.
Walker said those officials Assistant State Fire Marshal Carvon Hutson and Gary Feck, the
Staff Report
adviser to the state DepartTimes
&
technical
Ledger
Murray
Counts officials are unsure what ment of Housing, Building and
started a Sunday morning fire that Construction - and officials at the
burned a boat and dock on Cypress state universities were invited to
give progress reports at Tuesday's
Trail.
Fourteen Calloway County Fire- meeting.
Walker. who also was to give
Rescue members in four trucks
fought the fire. which was reported a report at the meeting, said most
Just after 5:30 a.m.. four about two of the universities will need less
hours, a CCFR spokesman said. than four years to complete their
The Paris Landing Fire Department planned improvements.
"According to the most recent
assisted, the spokesman said.
The boat and dock are owned by status report we got from instituPete Gruys of New. Concord. the tions, some will still be working
on them after 2002," he said.
spokesman said.

MSU

Fire hits
boat, dock
in county

union voted by a 2-I margin to join drawing some "meritless" unfair lathe union on Aug. 4, 1998, after a bor practice petitions filed with
nine-year battle. Since then the hos- NLRB so the decertification vote
pital and the union have been un- can proceed quickly.
The only way that talks would
able to agree on a contract.
The union filed a 10-day strike resume between the two sides
notice in June with the National La- would be if the union won the debor Relations Board, but later with- certification vote, Briscoe said todrew it.
day.
On Oct. 29, the hospital's regisThe hospital also announced
tered nurses voted 114-67 to decer- Monday that a third bargaining unit
tify from the union. A day earlier, of the United Steelworkers that repthe non-registered nurses filed a pe- resents 17 employees who work in
tition with the NLRB asking to de- the hospital's clinics also has filed
certify, but the hospital did not a petition to decertify from the unhave the option to end talks then ion.
because a majority of the workers
At a news conference Monday,
had not signed the petition.
May said he is happy with the
Since then, a supplemental peti- events.
tion circulated has gotten a major"Let us put our differences beity of the non-registered nurses' hind us and look for new opportunames.
nities to care for our patients and
Briscoe said the hospital is now their loved ones," May said. "It is
hoping the union will allow, for a time for us all to take the high road
quick end to the situation by with- within the hospital family."

NASA begins countdown
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— The countdown began today for
space shuttle Discovery's repeatedly delayed launch to the ailing
Hubble Space Telescope.
It was the first time NASA's
countdown clocks were ticking
since the last shuttle flight in July.
"It's good to be back in a countdown again." NASA test director
Stephen Altemus said this morning.
Discovery is due to blast off at
9:18 p.m. Thursday, more than two
months behind schedule. Shuttle
wiring defects first stalled the
flight, then a contaminated engine
and a dented fuel line.
Forecasters put the odds of good
launch weather at 80 percent. with
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Modern Medicine
is Asking Questions.
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Two passengers injured
in back-to-back wrecks
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Passengers in separate vehicles
caught the brunt of injuries when
traffic that was stopped near a twovehicle wreck caused a second twovehicle mishap.
Cassandra Sprenger, 17, of Benton, was a passenger in a car driven
by Amanda Cornwell, 19, also of
Benton. that was hit Monday afternoon as she was driving on Radio
Road, a Calloway County Sheriff's
Department report said.
The accident happened just before 6 p.m. when a vehicle driven
by Michah Vied, 20, of Gilbertsville, was westbound on Roosevelt
Road in Dexter and hit Cornwell's
car, the report said.
Sprenger was later treated for

From Page 1
However, soldiers who say they
are gay may be discharged.
In an interview Saturday, Clinton said his policy had not been
implemented as it was intended.
"It's out of whack now, and I
don't think any serious person can
say it's not," the president told
CBS News. His criticism came a
week after his wife, Hillary, sharply
criticized the policy.
Clinton said the policy was
never supposed to facilitate rooting out people who are gay or
allow for harassment.
Cohen announced new guide-
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lines in August that would require
all troops to undergo periodic antilines in August that would require
all troops to undergo periodic antiharassment training and assign
investigations of homosexual activity to more senior leaders.
"All of us have read ... in recent
days the very disturbing charges
that have come out of Fort Campbell, Ky. and many people have
asked whether charges made about
Fort Campbell may apply to other
installations in the military." Bacon
said at the Pentagon briefing.
"Commanders and NCOs and
also troops are supposed to know
what the policy is and what it
requires, and the protections it provides," he said. "It should be part
of basic training."
Bacon said the new review
would help the Pentagon better
gauge whether the August guidelines were being followed.
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f lily surrender chard .irniv

Coupon eNpires 12/27.19q

Mail to: Christian Science Society
1634W. Main St.
Murray. KY 42071

bruises at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and released.
A third vehicle, driven by
Tammy Litchfield, 26, of Hardin,
happened upon the wreck just after
it happened, the report said.
As she was stopped in traffic, a
vehicle driven by Mark Litchfield,
28, also of Hardin, hit the rear of
her vehicle.
A passenger in his vehicle, Amber Litchfield, 9, of the same Hardin address as Tammy Litchfield,
was treated for bruises and released, an MCCH spokesman said.
Tammy Litchfield went to the
hospital later and was treated for
bruises, then moved to the labor
and delivery area before being released about 1 1/2 hours later, the
spokesman said.
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Modern medicine's
finest thinkers are now
seeking answers to
explain the mind-body
connection. Solutions
are being discovered in
Mary Baker Edcl's
revolutionary views
on the power of
prayer to heal.

low clouds the sole concern.
Discovery is loaded with crucial
replacement parts for Hubble, including six new gyroscopes to
steady the telescope for precision
pointing. Hubble's pointing system
shut down last month and halted all
astronomical observations.
If Discovery takes off this week
on the 10-day mission, its seven astronauts will spend Christmas in orbit. It would be the first shuttle mission aloft over Christmas.
NASA's Skylab mission flew
over Christmas 1973 and Apollo
8's trip to the moon spanned
Christmas 1968. In addition, two
American astronauts spent the holiday aboard Russia's Mir space station in 1996 and 1997.
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EAST HAMPTON, N.Y. (AP)
— Joseph Heller, whose darkly
comic World War II novel "Catch22" anticipated the surreal horror
Brent Langston, 89, Melrose
of Vietnam and added a popular
Drive, Murray, died today, Tuesexpression to the American lexiday, Dec. 14, 1999, at 4:56 a.m. at
con, has died at 76. ,
his home.
Heller died Sunday night of a
A retired carpenter, farmer and
heart attack at his home on Long
groceryman, he was a member of
Island. his wife, Valerie, said MonHazel Baptist Church. Born July 9,
day.
1910, in Calloway County, he'was
"Oh, God, how terrible," said
the son of the late Tom Langston
author and friend Kurt Vonnegut,
and Blanche Erwin Langston. Also
who last spoke to Heller a week
preceding him in death were one
ago. "This is a calamity for Amergranddaughter, Sylvia K. Lassiter,
ican letters."
and four sisters, Mary Pool, TomHeller wrote six novels, but
mie Austin, Annie Belle Taylor and
none of them resonated as wideLarue Langston.
ly or as powerfully as "Catch-22,"
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
a
pitch-black tale that read like a
Kathryn Charlton Langston, to
devious collaboration of Twain and
whom he was married on Oct. 8,
Kafka. It was published in 1961.
1932; three daughters, Mrs. Sylvia
"Catch-22," which Heller based
Lassiter and husband, Bob,
on his experience as an Army Air
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Barbara
BRENT LANGSTON
Corps bombardier who flew 60
Rodrigues and husband, Bart, Oak
combat
missions over Italy, is about
Ridge, Tenn., and Mrs. Jan Baker
Langston Schrader, Puryear, Tenn.;
and husband, Jim, Murray; 16
35 great-grandchildren; two great- trying to stay alive amid the insanity of war.
grandchildren, Tannis Bradshaw, great-grandchildren. •
The characters included the eluThe funeral will be Thursday at
Sans Lassiter, Niles Lassiter, Sven
Lassiter, Branca Bullard, Tamara
2 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. sive Major Major, who permitted
visitors to his office only when
Price, Terry Alton, Barry Alton, The Rev. James Garland and the
he
wasn't there, and the enterKarla Sams, Sheree Lykens, DebRev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial
prising Milo Minderbinder, invenwill follow in the Murray Memorial
bie Rodrigues, Dena Ehlers, Denise
tor of the inedible chocolate-covGardens.
Meyer, Shaun Darnell, Stefane
ered
cotton.
Bradley and Jimmy Baker; one
Visitation will be at J.H. ChurThe book became a'cult favorite
niece, Mrs. Nancy J. Taylor, At- chill Funeral Home after 3 p.m.
before it was recognized as an
lanta, Ga.; one nephew, Gene
Wednesday.
American classic. It eventually sold
more than 10 million copies in
the United States alone, and its
Memorial services for Mrs. Geraldine White will be Dec. 27 at Vienna
antigovernment, antimilitary sentiBaptist Church, Vienna, W.Va., where she was an active member.
ments struck a chotd during the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Vienna Baptist Church, 3401
Vietnam era.
Grand Central Ave., Vienna, W.Va. 26105 or the American Cancer Soci"When 'Catch-22' came out,
ety.
people
were saying, 'Well, World
Mrs. White, 80, Vienna, W.Va., died Thursday. Dec. 9, 1999, at the
War II wasn't like this," friend
home of her daughter, Mrs. Amy Vaughan, in Charleston, W.Va.
and fellow author E.L. Doctorow
Survivors include her husband, Lee White; one daughter, Mrs. Amy
said Monday. "But when we got
Vaughan and husband, Andy, Charleston; two sons, Russell White and
tangled up in Vietnam, it became
wife, Trudy, Maryville, Tenn., and Dr. Steve White and wife, Beth. Murray; four grandchildren, Brent White, Daniel White and Amy White, all of
a sort of text fOr the consciousMurray, and Cynthia White, Maryville, Tenn.
ness of that time. They say fiction can't change anything, but
they can certainly organize a generation's consciousness."
Keys F. Keel, 81, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Monday, Dec. 13,
The novel's protagonist, Capt.
1999, at 10:29 p.m. at the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
John Yossarian, is a bombardier who
County Hospital.
tries to get himself declared crazy
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
so he won't have to fly more missions. But he is foiled by regulations, which Doc Daneeka explains:
-Anyone who wants to get out of
combat duty isn't really crazy."
The bind was called Catch-22.
"For the families ofthe 217 perNORTH KINGSTOWN, R.I.
The phrase quickly entered the
(AP) — A massive crane scooped sons who lost their lives, these holilexicon. The New Shorter Oxford
up piles of debris and human re- days will never he the same," Hall
English Dictionary (1993) defines
mains from the ocean floor as the said."! hope they can receive some•- Catch-22 as "a condition or consecond phase of the EgyptAir solace from knowing that there are
sequence that precludes success,
Flight 990 salvage effort got under- people from many countries and
a dilemma where the victim canfaiths working to find out what
way.
not win."
National Transportation Safety caused the crash of Flight 990."
"Everyone in .my book _accusThe salvage ship Smit Pioneer, a
Board Chairman Jim Hall said a
es everyone else of being crazy,"
significant amount of material from Dutch ship contracted by the Navy,
Heller once said. "Frankly, I think
the Oct. 31 crash had already been is leading the salvage effort. It is
the whole society is nuts — and
, recovered during the first few hours operating in waters between 240
the question is: What does a sane
and 270-feet deep.
of the process on Monday.
man do in an insane society?"
The largest piece ofthe plane reThe Boeing 767 went down in
The novel was made into a movie
the waters off Nantucket, killing all covered so far, Hall said, is an 8starring Alan Arkin and directed
217 people on board. Investigators foot section of the aircraft with
are still trying to determine a cause. three windows.

Brent Langston

Mrs. Geraldine White

EgyptAir salvage begins
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make all your dreams
come true!
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1304A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY
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Pamela Clark
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Auto
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Need Your
Medicine?

Chg

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS DINNER!

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

"We'll Cook It Fresh For You"

753-8322
Order By Dec 17th • Pick Up By 6 P.M 12/23 or 12 PM 12/24

WE DELIVER
Whenever you need your prescription —
whether you're at home or at the office —
WE DELIVER FREE !
Medical Arts Pharmacy delivers
prescriptions right to your home or work.
Just call us by 1 p.m. and you'll receive
your medicine the same day, and you'll
never have to make a trip to the drugstore!
Plus, if you have a doctor's appointment
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MEDICAL ARTS
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in or near the hospital, we're conveniently
located on the first floor of the Medical
Arts Building. We will quickly fill your
prescription before you go home.
Don't waste your time running all over
town for your medicine. Just call us at
762-1500 and we'll deliver right to your
door - FREE!

01762
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Price

Don Jones Ind.
- 29.05
Air Products
30%
AT&T
551
Bell South
4714 +'1.,
Briggs & Stratton .52%
Bristol Myers Squibb...663/s2
.
Caterpillar
46".+w`o.
Daimler Chrysler
68%4+%
Dean Foods
3671..1.
82%23.
Exxon-Mobil
21%.
Firstar
Ford Motor
491/.+%.
General Electric
149%6+3.
General Motors
70%2%,
Goodrich
Goodyear
28.1.1 16
HopFed Bank*
B 16', A
IBM
109%
Ingersoll Rand
46'11+11
Intel
73%2
.
Kroger
15%.
- A.
LG &E
18%.unc
Lucent Tech
Mattel
11
McDonalds
41 .
671. Merck
Microsoft
96,
18% +',
J.C. Penney
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32'
4464::
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
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31'.
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
41%.
Union Planters
25'.
UST
67'1 •:
Wal-Mart
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755-1184

"He had this never-flagging satirical wit that was always entertaining
— except when you were in the
path of one of his acerbic bullets.
But that evening, he was sweettempered and somewhat subdued,"
Gelb said. "I asked him if he was
feeling well. He said he regretted
to report that age appeared to be
mellowing him and that people
would have to stop referring to
him as a curmudgeon."

Heller married Shirley Held in
In 1981 Heller contracted Guil- 1945 and they had a daughter. Erica,
lain-Barre syndrome, a neurologi- and a son, Ted.

Lightweight and Powerful. this saw
is a homeowner's dream.

Mador

cal disorder that left him nearly
paralyzed for six months. After
lengthy therapy, and with the aid
of his boyhood friend Speed Vogel,
he largely recovered. They wrote
a book about his ordeal,"No Laughing Matter."
Heller had recently submitted
the final revisions for his last
novel, "Portrait of an Artist as an
Old Man." It is scheduled to be
published next year.
Heller liked to eat well and to
listen to recordings by Count Basie
and Lester Young. "I hate sports.
I also hate gardening and walking. I don't go to movies or the
theater or watch television," he once
said."What I do like is lying down."
Arthur Gelb, former managing
editor of The New York Times
and a longtime friend, described
a dinner party in 'East Hampton
last month.

Prices as of 9 AM

Former Bankrupticies Welcome

11

pened" in 1974, he devoted himself to writing full time. "Good
as Gold" followed in 1979.
His later books didn't sell as
well, but readers could find Heller
taking the nihilistic vision of
"Catch-22" and expanding upon
it.
"I think that's part of my
approach to life and literature: to
deal with the morbid, to deal with
the tragic, but also to introduce
comedy," Heller said in a 1998
interview with The Associated
Press.
In "Something Happened," the
author entered the confused, tortured mind of a suburban father.
"God Knows," in 1984, took readers through a ranting monologue
by King David, who complained
at the end the book, "I want my
God back!" In "Picture This," in
1989, the author looked back to
ancient Greece and concluded history was one long Catch-22.
To interviewers who asked him
about never having written another book as successful as his first,
he answered: "Who has?"
Many critics .called "Closing
Time," his sixth novel, a lukewarm followup to "Catch-22," but
Heller considered it a sequel only
in the loosest sense. Yossarian and
his friends looked back on old
acquaintances, former marriages
and the Coney Island of Heller's
own youth.
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by Mike Nichols in 1970; Heller
himself did a stage adaptation in
1973 and also published a sequel,
"Closing Time," in 1994.
Heller was ranked among the
great writers of the World War II
generation, a group that included
Vonnegut, James Jones, Irwin Shaw
and Norman Mailer.
"He said to me one time that
if it weren't for World War II
he'd be in the dry cleaning business," Vonnegut recalled.
Mailer said in a statement Monday: "He was a wonderful writer.
And there aren't many left."
Born in Brooklyn's Coney Island
on May 1, 1923, Heller attended
public schools and worked as a
blacksmith's helper before enlisting at 19. After the war he got a
degree in English literature from
New York University and a master's from Columbia, and studied
at Oxford University on a Fulbright scholarship.
He taught at Penn State for two
years, then worked as an advertising and promotion writer for magazines including Time, Look and
McCall's.
After writing "Catch-22," Heller
also worked on several Hollywood
screenplays and contributed to the
TV show "McHale's Navy" under
the pen name Max Orange.
He wrote his first play, "We
Bombed in New Haven," which
ran for 86 performances on Broadway in 1968. With publication of
his second novel,"Something Hap-

Keys F. Keel
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Catch-22' author Heller dead at 76
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HARMACY

Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street • Murray, Ky
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noon (Pharmacy Only)
No Deliveries on Saturday
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Duels will feature words
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Bullets aren't expected to fly when
the General Assembly meets in
Frankfort next month.
"There will be duels, but with
words,- predicts James C. Klotter, Kentucky state historian. Even
sa, political combat in the legislature wasn't always just verbal.
:In 1809, a dispute over duds
led to one of Kentucky'-s most
famous duels. The affair of honor
pitted Rep. Humphrey Marshall of
Frankfort against House Speaker
Henry Clay of Lexington.
Another war with Britain was
brewing. To show the legislature's
patriotism,- Clay proposed a bill
that called on lawmakers to wear
humble, American-made clothes.
The legislature was devoutly
Jeffersonian-Republican like the
Speaker. So Clay's proposal passed
with just one dissenting vote, Marshall's. The Federalist curmudgeon said the bill was silly.
The next day, Marshall defiantly showed up at the statehouse
in a flashy English suit. Clay called
him a traitor.
"Liar!"
Marshall
roared.
Fisticuffs followed.
Clay aimed a haymaker at Marshall, who deftly ducked. Clay's
blow landed on old ex-Gov. James
Garrard. He wasn't hurt, prompting Marshall to hoot that Clay's

AP ANALYSIS

A different answer?
At St. Francis School, we prayed
at the start of classes, before and
after lunch and at the end of the
day. Each time we switched one
textbook for another, we prayed.
Sometimes in the middle of a
lesson we were ordered to pray
for Kate Finnegan.
"Ask the good Lord to unmuddle her slow-witted brain," Sister
intoned.
So while the girl squirmed miserably in her seat, the rest of us
murmured Hail Mary's to no avail.
Kate didn't make it past the seventh grade
Thursday's were structured for
school-wide supplication. Classes
halted at 2 so the children could
be herded to the cathedral to practice the prayers and songs for Sunday Mass.
Lord help the lass caught fumbling for the right words on the
Sabbath day. No prayer in the
world could save her from Sister's righteous wrath
We prayed in Latin, English
and Gaelic Day in and day out,
we chanted decades of the rosary,
we offered novenas As a mute
show of worship, we penned tiny
crosses at the top of all our written school work, with the legend
"J.M..1" printed below. (That's for
Jesus, Mary and Joseph.)
We prayed during fire drills and
duck-and-cover maneuvers. We
prayed that Father Foley's snarling,
drooling German Shepherd (mis-

MAIN
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CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
takenly named "Pal") would not
devour, us when we went up on
stage to receive our report cards
at the end of each marking period
No cause was too great — or
too trivial - to escape entreaty.
We prayed for the conversion of
Russia,for the world's starving children and for a new station wagon
for the nuns.
As if incessant spoken prayer
were not enough, our classrooms
were accessorized with constant
reminders of the moral teachings
of the Church. Front and center
was a crucifix, with the body of
Jesus, bloody and broken, head
bowed, crown of thorns piercing
cruelly into his skull.
The 10 commandments, eight
beatitudes and seven deadly sins
were posted, along with that perennial favorite, "The Pledge of Allegiance to the Cross."
The particularly pious could
actually wear a prayer. The item
was called a scapular, a kind of
nun hair-shirt that rubbed uncomfortably against your skin, reminding you to pray for the forgiveness of your sins and other offens-

es.
The belles of St. Francis were
praying machines, but that didn't
keep Andrea from becoming a drug
dealer and a junkie as a teenager. Nor did it prevent the out-ofwedlock pregnancies of Peggy,
Robin and Sharon, or the divorces
of Nancy,Constance and Susan Abigail.
The daily infusion of religion
did not protect Cathy from her
father's physical and sexual abuse
either, nor did it deter Judy's troubled brother from suicide.
The prayers did pay off in one
way I can recall - a local auto
dealer gave the nuns a green station wagon with wood panels. It
had fins sharp enough to poke
your eyes out.
So when I hear those who insist
the world would be a better place
if Christian prayer were legislated into the public school day and
the 10 commandments prominently displayed, I wonder why they
think their prayers are going to
be answered any differently than
ours.

Questions surround Saddam
BERRY CRAIG
Associated Press Writer
punch packed the potency of "a shall's pudgy pistol ball went wide
ball of soaped cotton."
Clay's weapon_ didn't go off.
Their dander up. Clay and MarBoth men demanded a third
shall squared off, but giant Ger- round. Marshall's aim had improved
man-born Rep. Christopher Riffe enough for him to shoot Clay in
muscled himself between them.
the thigh. Clay staggered, returned
"Come, boys, no fighting here." fire, and missed.
Riffe warned. "I yips you both."
Having spilled each other's
Clay challenged Marshall to a blood, Clay and Marshall called
duel. Marshall accepted, and the off the duel and went home to
terms were set: pistols at 10 paces. nurse their wounds. The combatThe score would be settled in ants survived, Marshall to write a
backwoods Indiana, across the Ohio
Kentucky history book and Clay
River from Louisville. Ten paces
to be Speaker of the U.S. House
is about 30 feet.
of Representatives, a U.S. sena"Neither man was known as a
great marksman," said Klotter, also tor, secretary of state and threean author and history professor at time presidential candidate. He also
Georgetown College. "But at that became famous for compromises
range, anybody could do some to save the Union.
Klotter said the Clay-Marshall
damage."
On the first round of shots, duel is one of Kentucky's great
Marshall missed. Clay's bullet historical what-ifs.
"Suppose Marshall had killed
grazed his enemy just above the
navel. Honor was not satisfied. They Clay, what would have happened?
What about the compromises?
agreed on a round two.
The combatants returned to their Would the Civil War have come
marks, reloaded, stepped off, earlier? A lot of other people were
wheeled and blasted away. Mar- killed in duels," he said.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Express, London, on WTO meeting:
The protests that greeted the start of the World
Trade Organization's summit in Seattle yesterday
spring from the same well-meaning but misguided
mindset as the Reclaim The Streets mob that sought
to wreak havoc in London.
There are few who would defend the mob of
anarchists who bring chaos and criminal damage
to London's streets; we should be careful not to
regard the Seattle demonstrators as anything more
worthy.
The trade summit protesters seek the moral high
ground by claiming that their "anti-capitalist" beliefs
place the environment on a pedestal and the needs
of the developing world ahead of money-grubbing
multinationals. In reality, such claims are nonsense
— spurious justification for anti-social, criminal
mayhem. ...
11 Sole 24 Ore, Milan, Italy, on WTO meeting:
Sometimes loading an event with significance
risks thwarting the results. There is a chance that
this will happen with the pompously baptized "Millennium Round," in an atmosphere made incandescent
by clashes between supporters and opponents of
globalization.
After years of trade negotiations, some previously sidestepped hurdles have reemerged. Hurdles
which hark back to the ancestral fears that established societies have towards technical progress
and the way it revolutionizes those societies' ownership patterns.
We Europeans have played a heavy part; shocked
by U.S. growth, afraid of not being up to par with
the new technology, and conditioned by corporations that don't want to lose their privileges, we
have, in response, brushed up concepts like cultural defence and the right to choose our own

lifestyle. We have demanded that this meeting confront problems such as consumer health, the environment, and cultural diversity.
The damage has been done and there is little
use today in remembering the benefits of free
world trade. It would be better to confront the
emerging problems, assess their importance accurately, and try to address them.
Svenska Dagbladet, Stockholm, on WTO meet-

ing:
The meeting is not a round of negotiations.
WTO-members will try to agree about the agenda, that is, which areas will be dealt with in coming negotiations.
The most important controversial issue is agriculture, and this despite the fact that it was decided 1986 in the Uruguay round that agricultural
issues would be on the agenda.
But the EU is on purpose delaying deregulation
for exports of agricultural and textile and clothing
products. At the same time the EU wants to expand
the agenda to include as many issues as possible.
If the EU is to get rid of its agricultural subsidies, it wants something in exchange.
That attitude is creating suspicions, and rightly

WASHINGTON(AP)— Almost
a year has passed since Operation
Desert Fox and more than a year
since U.N. weapons inspectors left
Iraq. As the United Nations struggles to frame a new policy toward
Baghdad, many in the West fear
Saddam Hussein has used the pause
to rebuild his weapons program.
Defense Secretary William
Cohen is among those with such
fears.
"I think they are determined to
rebuild their military," Cohen told
reporters Tuesday. It's'even possible that Saddam has been acquiring weapons-grade nuclear materials, Cohen allowed. "I'm saying
we don't know," Cohen said.
Meanwhile, a bipartisan group
of lawmakers is trying to pressure the Clinton administration to
do more to carry out the spirit of
the year-old Iraq Liberation Act,
which earmarked $97 million in
U.S. assistance to Iraqi opposition
groups seeking to overthrow Saddam.
To date, only a fraction of that
amount has been spent — mostly for office equipment and training classes in Florida on democracy.
The administration contends the
$97 million does not cover arms
but only indirect assistance and
"nonlethal" training.
But slipped into the huge government operations spending bill
that President Clinton signed last
month was another $10 million —
this time in direct money — to
"support efforts to bring about political transition in Iraq."
Of this, $2 million was designated for efforts to prosecute Saddam and his lieutenants for war
crimes.
Sen. Sam Brownback, R-Kan.,
chairman of the Foreign Relations
subcommittee on Near Eastern and
South Asian affairs, said the $10
million appropriation was intended to force the administration to
support anti-Saddam activities

against targets in Iraq, followed
in mid-December.
After the campaign ended, Iraq
said the commission's job in Iraq
"is over" and ruled out its return
so long as Butler headed it.
Iraqi leaders recently said they
would allow inspectors back, but
only after sanctions in place since
August 1990 are abolished.
The U.N. Security Council is
struggling now to forge a new
comprehensive policy on Iraq that
would allow the inspectors to return,
but its members remain divided.
It agreed to a series of short extensions of the oil-for-food program,
which allows Iraq to bypass sanctions and sell oil to buy food and
humanitarian goods. The most
recent extension expires Saturday.
Iraq opposes the short-term
extensions as "political mockery."
Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb.,a sponsor of the Iraq Liberation Act, told
a gathering in New York of the
Iraqi National Congress, the leading opposition group, that the United States is spending $2 billion a
year to contain Saddam.
"It simply isn't working, and
it is unsatisfying to the American
people," he said.
Still, administration officials note
that opposition groups are fragmented, many feuding among themselves.
State Department spokesman
James Foley suggested this week
that U.S. intelligence agencies
aren't totally in the dark as to
recent developments in Iraq regarding weapons of mass destruction.

HOW TO REACH YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM RUNNING

U.S. SEN. mum McCONNEIL

236 Cannon House Mkt Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-2244343 (Washington)

361A Russell Senate Oflice Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

202-225-3115 (Washington)
Der Tagesspiegel, Berlin, on peace process in
Northern Ireland:
It seems that in Northern Ireland, political
progress is to be had only at the price of endless
negotiations. But the ritual filibuster — this time
in the British camp — conceal what was actually
achieved in Ulster last weekend.
If Northern Ireland receives far-reaching autonomy again after almost 30 years, at the latest by
next Thursday, then even the last holdouts should
realize that the clock can't be turned hack any
longer.

inside Iraq instead of buying "file
cabinets and fax machines."
"The administration is doing a
very slow roll on this. I think they're
generally figuring this one is going
to go to the next president," said
Brownback.
The notion that Saddam's reign
may outlast yet another U.S. president has already become an issue
on the presidential campaign trail.
In last week's Republican debate
in Manchester, N.H., front-running
candidate George W. Bush appeared
at first to suggest that he would
"take out" Saddam, perhaps finishing the job his father began
when the military coalition he
organized drove Iraqi forces from
Kuwait.
"If I found in any way, shape
or form that he was developing
weapons of mass destruction, I'd
take 'em out. I'm surprised he's
still there," Bush said.
But asked to elaborate on what
he would "take out," Bush said,
"weapons of mass destruction."
Official U.S. policy, dating from
a 1976 executive order signed by
President Ford, makes assassination of a foreign leader illegal.
•
Nevertheless, both Presidents
Bush and Clinton signed orders
authorizing covert activities to topple Saddam, according to congressional and intelligence sources,
but none came to fruition.
U.N. arms inspectors left Iraq
in November 1998 after the chief
inspector, Richard Butler, said Iraq
had failed to cooperate with efforts
to seek out weapons banned under
the agreement that ended the Gulf
War. Operation Desert Fox, four
days of U.S and British airstrikes

k

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040. Murray, Ky. 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
nilt@murrayledger.com
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Another special project of the Hazel Woman's Club is the sponsorship of the annual House Decorating Contest for the Christmas
holidays. This is open to all homes in the city limits of Hazel. Judging will be tonight(Tuesday) and the winners will be announced tonight with prizes being $100 for first, $75 for second, and $50 for
third. The club has many projects throughout the year to help the
community.
The club poem in the program book, written by Sandra Gallimore,is as follows:
"H is for health for which we all pray.
A is for Achievement the goal of each day.
Z is for Zest the spirit of life.
E is for Endeavor no matter the strife.
L is for Love to give as to take.
W is for Wisdom to use for His sake.
0 is for Order to plan out each day.
NI is for Management to make those plans pay.
A is for AID to those weaker than we.
N is for Niceness with simplicity.
S is for Sincerity in all that we do.
C is for Caring for other than you.
L is for Labor we must do our part.
U is for Understanding straight from the Heart.
B is for Blessings we shall receive if our club and ourselves, we
do not deceive.
With all of these traits, and guidance from above, we'll make
ourselves useful as the Hazel Woman's Club."
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Home Department will meet
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at
1:30 p.m. at the club house. Kay Hays will direct group in the singing
of Christmas carols.. Lillian Robertson will give the devotion. Hostesses
will be Lillian Robertson who will also give the devotion, Margaret
Taylor and Joyce Morrison.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in
the HomeCare Conference Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all interested persons. For more information call
Kathy Culbert RN, MSN,CS at 762-1485.

rn

Health Express lists stops
Health Express is offering glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and
pulse checks at its stops in December. Stops today (Tuesday) were in
Cadiz and -Canton. -On Wednesday the exfiess WiWbe at Kroger in
Murray from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3-p.m. Stops on Thursday
Will be at M & W Ceramic at Water Valley from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at
Pilot Oak Church of Christ from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

ROTARY DONATION - Bill Wells, right, co-chairman with Greg
Delancey, of the 1999 Rotary Telethon, presents Michael Dunigan, director of Playhouse in the Park, with a donation of
$5,000 from the telethon. With a matching grant, the Rotarians
raised $15,000 for their 10th annual telethon effort.

Leon and June Parker in 1949

Couple will be married
for 50 years Dec. 24
Leon and June Parker.of 308 Chester Rd., Benton, Brewers community,
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 24, 1999.
They were married Dec. 24, 1949, in Corinth, Miss., by the Rev. D.L.
Hill, Baptist minister. Their attendants were Charles Parker, brother of the
groom, and Myrna Adams Rose, sister of the bride.
Mrs. Parker, the former June Adams, is the daughter of the late C.W.
and Haru Adams of Coldwater community.
Mr. Parker is the son of the late Frank and Lera Parker of Hardin.
Their children are David Parker and wife, Debbie, and children, December, Dakotah and Dallas, of Benton; Denise Dixon and husband,
Wayne (Mick), and children, Christy and Carrie, of Ballwin, Mo.; Daniel
Parker and wife, Charlotte, and children, Aaron and Wynne,of Murray.
A family celebration is planned.
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Mom and Me on Wednesday
Mom and Me, a new group for Moms and their babies, is scheduled
to meet Wednesday front 1 to 2 p.m. in the nursery area of First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Each play group session
will include an informational chat geared for the under 2 age group; a
socialization and support time with other moms; an opportunity for
your baby to interact and play with other children. For more information call 762-7333 or 759-1510.

VA representative here Wednesday
A representative from the Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs
.will be available to assist area veterans on Wednesday from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. at the Murray Main Post Office. This is a free service.

Agricultural event on Thursday
United States Tobacco and Murray State University Department of
Agriculture will host an "Agricultural Leader's Reception" during the
second session of the UST/MSU Agriculture Leadership Development
Program on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the MSU Curris Center ballroom.
Several state and local officials as well as leaders from the agriculture
community will be present. Those interested in attending should contact Christy Watkins at MSU Agriculture office at 762-3329.

Class luncheon Wednesday
I:sther Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a potluck luncheon at the home of Sue Lamb on Wednesday. Ann Churchill
is class teacher.

Advent service Thursday
The Advent service at Immanuel Lutheran Church will be Thursday
at 7:15 p.m. at the church. A soup supper will be served at 6 p.m.

John David Thieke, a senior at
Murray High School, has been chosen as the Rotary Club Student of
the Month. He is the son of Mike
and Suzzie Thieke.
Currently Thieke is ranked in
the top 10 of his graduating class at
Murray High School and is in line
to receive a comprehensive diploma. After graduation he plans to
enter college and major in engineering.
While a student at Murray,
Thieke has been actively involved
in many different areas. He has
played a vital part in athletics at
MHS, lettering in baseball and
football, serving as football captain,
and receiving all conference recognition as well as being chosen to
participate in the All-Star game.
Thieke has been active in many
school clubs including Hi Y, Tiger

JOHN DAVID THIEKE
Pride, FCA and French Club. He
has been chosen by his peers as Mr.
MHS, Best All ARound and Prom
King Court.

Playhouse in the Park
presents

Scrooge's

Special program Wednesday
The fourth segment in the series, "The Seven Dimensions of Wellness," will air at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday on Radio WKMS 91.3 FM.
Joining Kate Lochte and Judy Lyle will be the Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery, co-pastor of First Presbyterian Church, and Judy Grogan RN,
mental health professional. The group will discuss. the emotional and
spiritual dimensions of wellness especially in relationship to "Blue
Christmas." The public is urged to listen and to note the change to
Wednesday.

Thieke chosen
by Rotary club

Christmas
Carol
THETA MEETING - Jodi Richardson, left, presented the program at the recent meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were, from right, Teresa Butler,
Bess Kerlick and Maxine Scott.

Christian Women's Club
will meet here Friday
Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have "A December
Party" luncheon on Friday from
noon to 2 p.m. at the Calloway Inn
Restaurant.
Jo Ellen (Joey) Potts of Water
Valley will be the guest speaker.
Her theme will be "The Spirit of
Christmas."
Presenting the special feature
will be Melva Cooper. She will
demonstrate ways to deck the front
door for the holidays.
Brenda Hines, soloist, will be
the guest soloist. Mrs. Hines is a
featured soloist and also sings with

a women's ensemble, In One Accord.
Rowina Wilburn, club chairman,
urges all interested women to attend the luncheon. There are no
memberships or dues.
Reservations must be made by
Wednesday evening by calling
Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo
Lovett at 753-4683.

A Humorous Musical
Adaptation of
Dicken's Classic Tale

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

December 2-5, 9-12, 16-18
Thurs, Fri & Sat at 8pni
Sun at 2pni
For Reservations 759-1752

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Sageeer Sae/4i.
Watch For The Opening
Of Our New Store
Jan. 3, 2000
Adikktg
j
v

Hardin TOPS will meet
Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #495 will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. For information call Brenda Duncan at 7538966.

erdat

We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Angela Fairbanks * Rob Carpenter
Jarvis Jones Glenda Riley
Kellie Williams * Renji Kelly

BRAND NEW LOCATIO
SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE

The Essenticd Dew ,Spa

-Massage

Therapy -Facials -AVEDIMProducts
& OPI • Aromatherapy • Sugaring

1311 Johnston Blvd- • Whir

Re9iiiry

•

WAL*MART
SUPERCINTER
fi
Hwy 641 N • Murray

7107
7
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FROSTY THE SNOWMAN
Last seen at
Murray-Calloway County Park

Hope you have some
good old-fashioned fun,
this holiday season.
Thanks for lighting up
our year!

It's not warm enough
for him to melt!

eCOMICS

If you know where

KWIK STOP „In

he is, call:

626 S. 4th St., Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7773
Chuck Jones &
Tina Cunningham

Century 21
759-1492
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Murray
downs
St. Mary

CCHS falls
to Graves
in squeaker

• Vikings blast
Tigers Monday

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
No matter what the calendar says, any girls' basketball
game between Graves County and Calloway County is a
big one, and Monday's contest at Jeffrey Gymnasium was
no different.
The Lady Lakers placed three players in double figures,
made I6-of-41 field goal tries and turned the ball over just
11 times in their home opener.
But Lindsey Downing scored 21 points and fed Jamie
Bennett for the game-winning basket with 50 seconds left
to give the Lady Eagles a 41-40 victory.
Calloway's Jena Thomas missed a putback layup in the
final minute and, after Graves guard Casey Fisher missed
the tirst free throw in a bonus situation with six seconds
left. Whitney Ragsdale's 3-point shot from the right corner
bounced off the rim as the buzzer sounded.
The Lady Eagles remain undefeated at 3-0. while Calloway (3-2) is still winless in the state of Kentucky.
Titlan Lassiter had 14 points and four blocks for Calloway, while Whiiney Ragsdale and Brooke Lencki became
the lust Lady Lakers this season other than Lassiter to
reach double digits in a game.
Ragsdale had 11 points on three 3-pointers, while Lencki uillied 10 points, seven steals and six assists.
Indeed. Calloway head coach Scott rSivills noticed a lot
of good things from his squad. But the shooting of Graves
County. and Downing in particular, against Calloway's 2-3
• See

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH — The injury bug
may be driving Murray head coach
Rechelle Cadwell nuts, but it did
not faze the Lady Tigers one bit
in Monday's 63-30 win over St.
Mary.
While senior guard Ashley Dunn
was unavailable after injuring her
right knee in practice Sunday, Whitney Ray posted her third consecutive double-double with 21 points
and 15 rebounds and Lindsay Lawson shook off an illness to record
17 points, six assists and five
steals for Murray (4-2).
Sophomore forward Ashley
Tripp used her opportunity in the
starting lineup to score 10 points
and Whitney Alexander, playing
on a sprained right ankle, finished
off the rout of the 4-5 Lady
Vikings with seven points and
eight boards.
Dunn is scheduled to have an
MRI Wednesday to determine the
extent of her injury, while Lawson is believed to have strep throat.
was really pleased with the
way the girls played without hav-

Page 7
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DRIVE TIME: Calloway's Brooke Lencki (14) drives
to the basket against the pressure of a Graves
County defender in the Lady Lakers 41-40 loss to
the Lady Eagles Monday.

• See Page 7

Griffey says no to Mets, Rays add Castilla, Vaughn
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
ANAHEIK_Calif_(AP) — Ken
Griffey Jr. made it _clear to the
New York Mets: I'm not going.
In an electrifying near-miss, the
Mets had a trade in place with
Seattle for Griffey, only to have
the Mariners star block it Monday night.
"I don't feel like we were wasting time." Mets general manager

Steve Phillips said. "I think it was
a worthy effort to pursue, and an
exciting one to pursue."
A busy day at the winter meetings began with Vinny Castilla
going to Tampa Bay and Jeff Cirillo and Rolando Arrojo heading
to Colorado in what baseball called
its first four-team trade since 1985.
Later, free agent Greg Vaughn
signed with Tampa Bay.
Then. the Mariners and Mets

almost pulled off one of biggest Benitez, outfielder Roger Cedeno
trades ever.
and young pitcher Octavio Dotel.
".L.thinic we were close to an
_ At this point. I don't think he
understanding." Mariners general wants to go to the Mets," Gillick
manager Pat Gillick said.
said. "You're always hopeful someNeither GM identified the play- thing will change."
ers the Mets agreed to send SeatMariners president Chuck Armtle for the 10-time All-Star center strong called Griffey's agent Monfielder. A person involved in the day, saying a deal was in place
talks, speaking on the condition -and asking if Junior would waive
he not be identified, said the sides his right to block it.
had settled on closer Armando
But agent Brian Goldberg said

no deal. Gillick said.
During the weekend, the Cincinnati Reds publicly pulled out of
trade talks with the Mariners.
After the Reds hacked out, Goldberg said: "I don't know why Seattle is wasting its time talking to
a bunch of teams. If he can't go
to Cincinnati, then he's going back
to Seattle for the final year of his
contract."
Griffey can reject any deal as

MSU tries
to work
out kinks

Jaguars overcome rain,
Broncos for 27-24 win
By EDDIE PELLS
AP Sports Writer
JACKSONVILLE. Fla. (AP) — Through
most of the game, the Jacksonville Jaguars
looked sloppy. That's why players like Fred
Taylor and Jimmy Smith are so important to
their Super Bowl hopes.
I "sing big plays from their top players, the,
Jaguars overcame a rainstorm and a spirited
effort. from the Denver Broncos for a lastsecond 27-24 victory Monday night.
The final margin came on Mike Hollis'
23-yard field goal as time expired, but the
victory was a testament to Jacksonville's stars
coming through in the final three minutes.
"You can scream as much as you want on
the sideline and talk about what you need to
do." quarterback Mark Brunell said. "But you
just need to play. Someone's going to go out
and make plays. I think you saw that in
Jimmy Smith and you saw that in Fred Taylor."
Taylor burst through the line for a 38-yard
touchdown run that gave the Jaguars (12-1)
a 24-17 lead with 2:35 remaining.
After the Broncos answered, Smith got
open against Dale Carter and drew a 25-yard
pass-interference call to put the Jaguars in
range for the winning field goal.
-There wasn't a lot to it," Brunell said.
"It said something about our offense. We just
said to each other, 'Let's go win it. The
defense has won enough games for us this
year. Let's get one for ourselves."
It was a late-game sequence that remind-

a 10-and-5 player — 10 years in
the majors and the last five with
the same team._This offseason, he
asked the Mariners to trade him
to a club closer to his home in
Orlando, Fla.
There were plenty of deals,
hotvever.
Castilla went to Tampa Bay in
a complicated trade that also
involved Colorado, Milwaukee and
Oakland.

ed the Broncos (4-9) of themselves last year.
or the year before, when they won Super
Bowls both seasons.
"Is Jacksonville the best team in the league?
No," Broncos linebacker Bill Romanowski
said. "But what they're doing is finding a
way to win. We used to do that. We need to
find that again."
Several times, it seemed Denver had recaptured the formula.
Brian Griese engineered a pair of long
touchdown drives to lift Denver to a 14-0
lead before the Jaguars gained 5 yards in offense.
After Taylor's touchdown run, Griese hit
Byron Chamberlain for a 57-yard touchdown
to tie the game at 24 with 1:43 remaining.
But as usual in a season gone wrong, the
Broncos couldn't pull out the win. Their
minuscule playoff chances were squashed and
they are assured of a losing record for th_e
first time since 1994.
"It's tough." Broncos coach Mike Shanahan said. "We had some situations to make
plays. We had opportunities there late, but
didn't take advantage of it. It's tough, but
that's the way it is."
It was Jacksonville's first victory over Denver since the historic upset in the 1996 playoffs.
This win was more than symbolic.
ALMOST PERFECT: Mark Brunell and the
Jacksonville Jaguars remain as the
only once-beaten team in the NFL after
defeating Denver 27-24 Monday night.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
A basketball team is guilty of
slippage when it begins to stray
from the fundamentals worked on
in practice and develops bad habits
during game situations.
Murray State head women's
basketball coach Eddie Fields saw
too much slippage as his Lady
Racers, exhausted from a stretch
of eight games in 19 days, began
the 1999-2000 season with a 2-8
record.
The slippage grew into a full
skid when Evansville outrebounded MSU 52-35 en route to a 7258 win in the Lady Racers' Dec.
7 home opener at RSEC.
But in the week since that 14point defeat to the Lady Aces, a
participant in last year's NCAA
Tournament, Fields' squad has had
time to work out the kinks heading into Saturday's 3 p.m. home
game versus another 2-6 team, Southern Illinois.
"We knew we would have our
hands full with Evansville, and
we just didn't get a whole lot of
things done," Fields said. "It felt
like we lost by 40 points, not 14,
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Florida State dominates AP team, UK's Whalen selected
By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Football Writer
For the second year in a row,
No. 1 Honda State is tops when
it comes to turning out All-Americans.
Wide receiver Peter Warrick and
kicker Sebastian Janikowski led a
foursome of Seminoles selected
Monday for The Associated Press'
All-America team, a squad that
also features Heisman Trophy winner Ron Payne.

Noseguard Corey Simon and
offensive guard Jason Whitaker
were the other Florida State players chosen, giving the Seminoles
three repeaters from last season. The
trio of Warrick. Janikowski and
Simon gave Florida State the most
All-Amencans in '98.
Penn State landed three defensive stars on the team — linebackers
LaVar Arrington and Brandon Short
and end Courtney Brown.
Joe Hamilton, Georgia Tech's

record-setter who threw for 3,060
yards and 27 touchdowns, was the
top choice at quarterback, beating
out Virginia Tech freshman Michael
Vick, who made the second team.
Hamilton. the Heisman runner-up.
was second nationally in total
offense with 3,798 yards -- 345.2
yards per game.
Warrick, a Heisman front-runner before his arrest on theft charges
and two-game suspension, still
caught 71 passes for 934 yards

and had 12 TDs in nine games.
The 6-foot, 190-pound senior also
produced TDs passing, rushing and
returning punts for the Seminoles
I 1 1 -0), who play for the national
title in the Sugar Bowl on Jan. 4
against Vick's No. 2 Hokies ( I I 0).
Dayne, who broke Ricky
Williams' major college career rushing record, ran for 1.834 yards
and 19 touchdowns in leading Wisconsin (9-2) to the Big Ten Con-

ference title and a Rose Bowl
matchup against Stanford.
The Big Ten was the top conference with seven players on the
team, which consisted of 21 seniors and five juniors. The Atlantic
Coast Conference was next with
six players.
Virginia's Thomas Jones, who
ran for 1,798 yards and 16 touchdowns, joined Dayne in the backfield, while Warrick's partner at
wideout was Stanford's Troy Wal-

ters, who caught 74 passes for a
Pacific-I0 Conference record 1,456
yards and 10 TDs.
James Whalen of Kentucky was
the tight end after a season of 90
catches, 1,019 yards and 10 TDs.
Arizona's Dennis Northcutt, who
led the nation in punt returns and
ran two back for TDs, was the
all-purpose player. Northcutt caught
88 passes for 1,422 yards and
eight TDs, and was second in allpurpose yards at 187.42 per game.
I -K04
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From Page 6
zone defense and a few critical
lapses down the stretch left the Lady
Laker skipper with a bad taste in
his mouth.
"We had more positives than
negatives come out of this game.
but our zone wasn't effective when
we had to have it," said Sivills
after watching the Lady Eagles
make 17-of-34 field goals, including 6-of-13 treys, five by Downing.
"We didn't get a hand in their
face as much as we would've liked
and we made some mental mistakes. But our kids fought hard
and had some chances to win."

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
901 Sycamore

753-8355
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Tennessee 21. Oakland 14
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Danielle Zimmerman.
Zimmerman and Preston have
but the nice thing is that we've
promoted in the depth chart
been
been able to get back to the drawing board and fine-tune the basics. ahead of 6-0 junior post player
"The way to clean up that slip- Monika Gadson and 6-0 junior
page is to get back to practice forward Liz Stansberry to provide
and develop some good habits, more defense.
Gadson (12.2 points per game)
and trust me, we'll block out Satand Stansberry (10.6) are two of
urday."
The Lady Racers' opponent Sat- the four MSU players averaging
urday brings in an impressive double figures in scoring this season.
resume.
However, opponents have scored
Southern Illinois' record, which
includes losses to Wisconsin, Michi- an average of six more points per
gan State, Missouri and DePaul, game (71-65) against the Lady
features a 52-44 loss to the same Racers this year and have outscored
Saint Louis club that defeated MSU Murray State by a total of 31575-51 - as well as a 74-64 defeat 273 in the second half.
Meanwhile, though the Lady
to defending Ohio Valley ConferRacers' confidence is not lacking
ence champion Tennessee Tech.
"It'll probably be a dogfight," after those six early losses, Fields'
Fields said. "Both teams want to squad knows that, with the excepturn the tables around, and (SIU) tion of the Saint Louis and Evansprobably thinks they can come in ville contests, things could be vastand get a -win on the road, so we ly different. MSU held secondhave to be ready and take care of half leads in each of its remainbusiness."
ing defeats.
Fields has decided on a start"We know we're capable of playing lineup of 6-1 sophomore for- ing with anybody, and we've just
ward Susan Tackett, 5-6 sopho- had two games where we haven't
more point guard Eniko Verebes, jumped all over the other team,"
5-8 senior guard Heather Bates, Fields said. "We still have confi5-9 sophomore guard Shannon Pre- dence in ourselves, but we are
ston and 6-4 freshman center kicking ourselves for not putting
in a full 40 minutes yet and holding on to leads in a couple of
other games."

SCHEDULE

an assist to Kayla McSweeney for
three with a long jump shot and
a 3-ball of her own.
Graves County
16 26 37 —41
Another Downing trey soon put
Calloway County
10 20 33 — 40
Graves (41) — Downing 21, Flowers 3, Graves up 15-9. After consecutive
buckets by Lassiter cut the deficit
Bennett 6, Fisher, McSweeney 5, Allred
4, Scoggins 2, Harrison FG: 17-34 3to 18-14, Downing's third strike
point
FG: 6-13 (Downing 5, from downtown put the Lady Eagles
McSweeney). FT: 1-5 Rebounds: 19
ahead by seven at the 5:38 mark
Record: 3-0.
of the second quarter.
Calloway 40)
Ng, Thomas 5,
Downing then answered a LencLassiter 14, Lencki 10, Ragsdale 11,
ki steal and layup .with her third
Stonecipher, Morton, MI Rogers FG:
16-41 3-point FG: 4-10 (Ragsdale 3,
3-pointer of the half as the visiLencki). Fr: 4-8
Rebounds: 13
tors took a six-point lead into the
Record: 3-2
locker room - thanks to 5-of-9
shooting from behind the arc and
Calloway quickly grasped a 7- 10-of-20 accuracy from the floor.
2 lead 2:53 into the first quarter,
However, the Lady Lakers stuck
only to watch Downing sandwich to their defensive game plan and
opened the second half on a 8-2
run, tying the tilt on Lencki's three
on a pass from Jenni Pigg.
Graves responded in kind as
Downing contributed five points
Lady Tigers 63
in a 9-2 spurt, but Lencki pulled
St. Mary 30
Calloway to within four at the
Graves County 41
Lady Lakers 40

• Murray ...

• MSU
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From Page 6
ing Ashley out there," Cadwell
said. "We're not used to playing
without her, and we're not 100
percent with Lindsay being sick
and Alexander being hurt. But I
was proud of the way the younger
players played.
"I feel that Ray is gaining more
and more confidence each and every
game."
The Lady Tigers made 25-of55 field goals while limiting St.
Mary to 14-of-48 shooting in winning their third straight game. MHS
led 15-5 after the first quarter,
32-14 at halftime and 46-22 through
three periods.
Murray now will direct its attention to Friday's Fourth District
opener versus Marshall County at
7:30 p.m. at RSEC. The meeting
between the two league rivals,
originally scheduled to be played
in Draffenville, will follow the
boys' contest at 6 p.m.
"We know what we have to do
to stay in the game and win Friday, and we just want to focus
on doing those things the rest of
this week and get healthy," Cadwell said. "I like the way we're
shooting the ball, and if we can
continue to rebound well, we'll
be successful."
St. Mary 76, Murray 57
St. Mary drained 12 3-point
shots to hand the Murray boys' basketball team its sixth defeat in as
many outings Monday.

Murray
15 32 46 — 63
St. Mary
5 14 22 — 30
Murray (63) — Ray 21, Lawson 17,
Tripp 10, Alexander 7, Adlich 2,
Thompson 2, Trenholm 2, Sexton 2. 1.
FG: 25-55. 3-point FG: 0. FT: 13-18.
Rebounds: 27. Record: 4-2.
St. Mary (30) — Wagner 9, Golden 4,
Lane 4, Morris 4, Roberts 4, Jenks 3,
Wurth 2. FG: 14-48.3-point FG: 0.
FT: 2-3. Rebounds: 21. Record: 4-5.

end of the third period by spotting an open Ragsdale for three.
Lassiter's foul shots ended a
2:39 scoreless drought to begin
the fourth stanza, and Ragsdale
dropped in a deuce at the 3:15
mark, followed by a trey with
1:14 to go, giving Calloway a 4140 edge - its first since the first

St. Mary 76
Tigers 57

quarter.
But that lead would be shortlived, though, as Downing drew
the defense and delivered a pass
to Bennett in the lane for the
clinching score with 50 ticks still
on the clock.
After Thomas' rebound miss at
the other end, the Lady EagliR
avoided the Lady Lakers' attempts
to foul until 7.4 seconds remained,.
Lencki's foul of Fisher 1.4 set
onds later put Graves in the oneand-one.
Fisher missed the front en45.
and Lencki swerved up the court
to find Ragsdale in the corner,
only to watch the buzzer-beate
ricochet off the back iron.
••
Sivills knows there is plenty of.
room for improvement, but he is
also confident his club can makei
those improvements.
"We were more patient with
the ball, we got some good looks-,
tonight and we had some more-i
scoring, but we need one more-,
person to step up offensively. We
have to have more defensive inten-..,
sity," Sivills said. "Defense is what
is going to win games for us."
Calloway's girls will host Mayfield Thursday in the second game'
of a boys-girls doubleheader at
7:30 p.m. in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
;.

Murray
14 24 40 — 57
St. Mary
20 39 59— 76
Murray (57) — Trice 16, Cogdell 12,
Cole 9, Foster 6, French 4, Garland 4,
Kelleher 2, Pnnce 2, Smith 2. FG: 25.
3-point FG: 1 (Trice). FT: 6-10
Rebounds: NA, Record: 0-6.
St. Mary (76) — Ross 21, Crider 15,
Hosea 15, Cochran 13, Paxton 8,
Craft 3, Warren 2. FG: 28. 3-point
FG: 12 (Crider 5, Cochran 2, Paxton
2, Ross 2, Craft).
FT: 8-13.
Rebounds: NA. Record: 5-2.

Rod Ross paced St. Mary (52) with 21 points on two 3-pointers, while Luke Crider scored all
15 of his points from long distance as the Tigers fell behind by
15 points at halftime.
Charles Hosea and Ryan
Cochran added 15 and 11 points
for the Vikings, respectively, while
Kwen Trice led Murray with 16
points and Anthony Cogdell followed with 12.

•.;

3

Ainge resigns from Suns
PHOENIX (AP) — After just
three seasons on the job, Danny
Ainge is giving up coaching the
Phoenix Suns at the age of 40 for
the sake of his family.
Now an even younger coach will
try to guide the Suns into contention.
Scott Skiles makes his debut tonight when the Suns are host to the
Detroit Pistons. At 35, he is the
youngest coach in the NBA.
"Scott has prepared himself
since he was a little kid to be a
coach," the Suns' Jason Kidd said.
"Scott is one who has written down
play after play since he's been in
the league. We all respect him.
We're all going to be open-minded

and trust him. That's the biggest
thing."
Ainge's resignation, announced
on Monday, took the entire Suns
organization by surprise. Skiles,
Ainge's top assistant, said Ainge
told him of his plans on the plane
ride home from Dallas, where the
Suns lost Saturday night.
"I was shocked to say the least,"
Skiles said.
Ainge has six children, ages 4 to
19, and he said he became increasingly aware that he was not living
up to his responsibilities as a father
and husband, responsibilities that
are emphasized by his Mormon
faith.

TODAY
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Lyon County vs. Murray
Murray - 6:00
• Calloway Co. vs. Reidland
Reidland - 6:00

Used John Deere Front End Loader/Backhoe

A RECLINER SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED FOR THOSE WHO
REFUSE TO SIT AROUND

THURSDAY

When you want to get up and out of your
seat, there's nothing like the Invacare LiftOut Chair. Its three-way positioning feature lets you recline to full, partial, and
upright positions, for comfort at every
angle. And each recliner comes in a variety
of styles and colors to suit any decor. Plus
you'll get a three-year warranty and a reasonable price. So
come check out the
Invacare Lift-Out
Chair. It's not just a
recliner, it's independence.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray St. vs. S. Alabama
Mobile, Ala. - 8:00
PREP BASKETBALL
• Mayfield vs. Calloway Co.
Murray - 6:00/7:30 (boys-girls)

Are you an
organ &tissue
donor?
For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARE

ATTENTION

Let us deliver to you a Holiday Special!

Ford Truck Owners Renewed
International 7.3 L Diesel
Engine For 87 to 93 Ford P/U

Buy 1 Pizza at Regular
Price, Get The 2nd
Pizza tof equal value or less)
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x-clinched division title
Saturday. Dec. 18
Pittsburgh at Kansas City, 11:40 a m
San Francisco at Carolina, 3:15 p.m
Sunday, Dec. 19
Atlanta at Tennessee, noon
Detroit at Chicago. noon
Jacksonville at Cleveland, noon
New England at Philadelphia, noon
New Orleans at Baltimore, noon
New York Giants at St Louis, noon
San Diego at Miami, noon
Washington at Indianapolis, noon
Tampa Bay at Oakland. 3:05 p.m.
New York Jets at Dallas, 3:15 p.m.
Seattle at Denver. 3- 15 p.m.
Buffalo at Arizona, 7:20 p.m.
OPEN Cincinnati
Monday, Dec. 20
Green Bay at Minnesota. 8 p.m
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• CCHS

SCOREBOARD

David King

4
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FREE!
Not good with any other specials. Expires 12/31/99
I.

$5500.00
Exchange
For details call
Trucks Trailers & Buses
I KM-626-5484 or 1(270)753-1372

Holland Medical Equipment

Chestnut St. • 753-6656

MURRAY

PADUCAH

120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270-753-1465
Thll Free:
1-800-227-4215

1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442-6311
Toll Free:
1-800-223-4947

•

1
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•
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Education
• TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1999 •
AIL
MIME

ImI•1

PRESENTATION...State Rep. Buddy Buckingham
presents citations and certificates to CCHS students who attended the Kentucky Governor's
Scholars Program. Also shown is Principal Randy
McCallon.

DECORATING FOR CHRISTMAS...MES students Vow Vow,
Lindsey Capps, Travis Garland and Ali Meshkat build
Christmas tree decorations from construction paper and
glue.

YEARBOOK STAFF...Members of the MMS yearbook staff
hurry to meet a deadline.

REVIEWING SKIT...CCMS students Tyler Boggess, Chad
Duncan and Logan Walker are reviewing a skit about
Christopher Columbus in social studies class.

RESEARCHING.. Fourth-grade students at East Elementary are shown doing individual research on
the New England state for a class presentation.

BE
BEAN COUNTING...MMS students Bradley Black and Sarah
Hines develop a system to classify beans by shape, color
and size as they learn to understand a scientific classification system.
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CELEBRATED...Two East Elementary students. Carrie Love
and Chase Stockwell, post signs advertising American Education Week.

WHO SHOULD I WRITE ABOUT...A second-grade
student from Southwest Elementary writes about
"People Who Are Special To Me."
PLANTING BULBS...Darius Nabari and Megan Carlson
plant tulip and crocus bulbs in the Murray Elementary
Environmental Garden under the eye of teacher Pam
Cartwright.
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WEARING FUR...Murray Elementary student Morgan Rutledge works at a computer wearing a
reindeer fur coat. Morgan's teacher dressed up
the computer for the holiday.

LEARNING ECOLOGY...North Elementary student
Brandon Boggess is making a diaroma of a forest eco-system. This activity is an assessment of
a unit on ecology.

LOOK AT THIS ONE...Josh Hill and Kelly Dibble, MMS students, show off the many postcards and letters received
from all around the world to the fourth-grade classes.

We work hard to increase
your interest.

yoi
cie
we
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At Shelter Life Insurance, we meet monthly
to determine the interest rate we pay on your

As you gather with loved ones during the holidays,
we wish you all the best the season can bring.
from...
Pam, Faye, Steve, Dr. Adams

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
.IOM S. 12th St.

Dr. Kerin II. Adam.

719-2500

Platinum Shield® Universal Life Policy

sid

The interest rate on new premium is reviewed monthly
and is subject to change at any time.

rep
nie
set
hur

Before you buy life insurance, look at our
PLATINUM SHIELD'UNIVERSAL LIFE

be

SHELTER
IN,SURANCE

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
Well always be there for you

Shelter Insurance Cos . Home Office: 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

mg

Pr
The World Ls our Pla\,9round
753-6578 • Hours: 7:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

•••

CLASSIFIED

41-

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

CLASSIFIED .‘D K%TES
$6.50 t'olumn Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
411 i AJJ .441.0 Run Wahl,' C Dal Prri,•1
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trunirnum I st day Ge per wked per day for each adriniortal consecutive day
• r (Toes . Classifieds go into S
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Just Say "Charge It"
050

060
Lost end FoLmci

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standardized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
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The part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been
increased
to $768 in 1999.
For more information
call:
MCCONNELL

INSURANCE
AGENCY,INC.
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199

NOW Hiring waitress & CLEANING
houses is my CASH paid for good, used
dancers at the Foxy Lady business. Reliable.
Call rifles, shotguns, and pisParis, TN No experience Linda. 759-9553.
tols. Benson Sporting
needed $500 week, guarGoods, 519 S. 12th,
WANTED Personal Aid
antee for Dancers
Murray.
Room & board provided
Just give us a call, we'll
NURSES Aide. Prefer
FURNITURE (Antique or
$250 weekly
be glad to help,
expenence but will train.
Primitive), Collectables,
270-388-2641
Your loved one we'll
Mature person who enjoys
and other antiques, 1 piece
WILL
Babysit in my home
try to find,
working with the elderly
or all. Call 753-3633.
Days, nights or weekends
'Cause we all have Furry
Pleasant
atmosphere,
OLD
Log House or log
References
available
or Feathered Friends,
good working conditions.
barn To be dismantled &
767-9981
Here at the
Apply in person Fern
moved The phone numLedger & Times.
Terrace Lodge. 1505
100
ber was incorrect origiStadium View Drive. EOE.
Business
nally. Please call again at
PART Time office assistant
Opportunity
Call 753-1916
this corrected number.
needed in local tax prac830-997-8167.
060
tice. Experience preferred. MARKETING In Natura
Botanical
Herbal
&
Swiss
Help Wanted
Send resume to P.O. Box
150
Skin Care, Cosmetics &
Articles
1040-P, Murray.
Nutritional Products. Call
For Sale
PRODUCTION Supervisor
Murray
Pam Perry. 270-522-8758
with growing direct mail
"BLAZEKING"
company.
Supervise
Wood Stove 489-2357
Computers
maintain
employees,
SIPERCENTER
HAY For Sale.
equipment, responsible for
Now Accepting
KELLERS
753-3705.
on- time completion of cusApplications
COMPUTER PLACE.
tomer jobs. Leadership
KEROSENE heater, $100,
For Full-Time
skills desired. Mechanical New Hardware & Software gas wall heater, $100 2- G
3rd Shift Positions
Upgrades &
aptitude with ability to learn
scale trains, $90 ea Call
Free Estimates.
specialized equipment and
759-1322
Competitive Benefits
Internet Service.
a specialized industry.
Package
LITTLE Tykes Toddler race
South On Route 121.
Salary plus profit sharing.
car bed. Baby bed com436-5933.
Apply in person or send
forter & accessories. Name
AFTERNOON Cook &
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m. brand boys clothing.
resume to Automated
Infant
afternoon waitress. Must Direct
Mon-Sat.
Mail, 87 Spruce St.
to 2T. 759-0579.
be able to work weekends. AB, Murray, KY 42071.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted KODIAK
free standing
Apply @ Ann's Country
wood stove. Excellent conMDM COMPUTERS
070
Kitchen, Hazel, KY.
All your computing needs dition with inside pipe,
Position Wanted
AMAZINGLY $O Down
screen and accessories. 1
A+ Certified Technician
rick wood included. Call
Hershey rte Inc. in your
Micheal McDougal
489-2059 after 5:00pm will
town. Earn $48K+ work 5
42759.3556
DO you have a loved one
deliver. $250.00 OBO.
hours No selling. Call
who needs a care giver? REFURBISHED 17 inch QUEEN size hide-a-bed
1-888-434-5481, 24hrs.
Medically trained, experiDell computer monitor, 90 couch, antique oak sleigh
EXPERIENCED
Roofer enced with rehab and
day warranty from refur- bed, Rock-ola jukebox.
wanted. Must be willing to stroke patients. 20 yrs. bisher. $200. 753-8630.
753-3293 after 6PM.
work hard! 489-6125.
experience. Excellent refFULL & Part time positions erences. 435-4047
On-site Commercial & Residential
available Apply at 411
North 4th Street
HANDYMAN or woman.
Mechanical, electronic &/or
EXPERIENCED caregiver
carpentry background preTroubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Honest, dependable, well
ferred. Will train the right
trained with excellent referUpgrades • Training • Networking
person. No phone calls
ences. Call or leave mesplease. Apply in person at
• Programming
sage for Annette. 474All In One Sewing. 95
2320.
Chestnut St. Murray.
HOME & office cleaning
MARQUETTE
753-3802
Transportation Co., Inc. is
(270) 759-0431
PROFESSIONAL
HOUSE
seeking a highly motivated
CLEANING!
individual for it's sales/
Affordable rates,
logistics team. Ideal candimilionswenip
date must possess com- satisfaction guaranteed.
NEW
Very dependable.
municative, quantitative
HERITAGE
Free
estimates.
and general business
Vinyl Privacy
Good references.
skills. Aggressive salary
Fence. 6' tan.
Call 436-2102.
with bonus, 401-K health/
Installed or cash
dental plan and other benand carry
efits. Submit letter of interThe Calloway County FSA Office is accepting
Lifetime
est & resume to: Vice
applications for temporary office clerk
warranty. 384
President- Sales/ Traffic
through the close of business on December
Marquette Transportation
running ft.
17, 1999. This position is for clerical assisCo., Inc. P.O. Box 1456
Sell at cost.
tant to help deliver federal farm programs to
Paducah, KY 42002-1458.
Call Adam at
No phone calls please!
producers in Calloway County.
759-4512.
MURRAYCalloway
assessfillealbs
All applicants shall:
County
Hospital
Laboratory has an immediSTEEL Drums For Sale
ate openings for two PRN
•Be citizens of the United States
753-5719.
Techs. Hours are flexible
•Be High School Graduates or have GED
WESTINGHOUSE refrigerand available for all shifts.
•Have a Social Security Number
ator, $150. His/ Her Murray
Successful
candidates
•Be at least 18 years of age, or 17 years of
mountain bikes. $25. each.
must be ASCP certified or
age for High School Graduate
759-0312
equivalent. Experience is
•Have typing and/or keyboard experience
preferred, however new
graduates or eligible will be
Salary will depend on the experience of the
considered. Fill out appliperson selected, but no less than $7.62 per
cations at 803 Poplar.
hour.

WAL*IVIART

"our 36th year of servtce"

ALMO Country Store
& Crawford's BBC)
Crawford's BBQ has Old
Fashion Hickory Smoked
BBQ. We have Pork BBQ,
Chickens. Tenderloin, Pork
Chops. & Ribs
Open 7 days a week until
Christmas. M-F 6am-6pm.
Sat 6am-5pm.
Sun. 10am-5pm.
753-1934.
Located at the intersection
1824 & 464
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime!
FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
753-0700.
GUNS, Buy & Sell
270-436-5650.
NOW taking bids for routine cleaning. Blood River
Baptist Church. Call Eddie
Newberry 436-2739 after
5PM.

BIBLE
MESSAGE

Computer Consulting

John R. Laffoon

759-5177
Lost and Found
LOST: $100 Reward!!
Solid White English Setter
Bird Dog Long hair, last
seen
chasing
deer.
Coldwater/
Farmington
area Child's pet 4896173
LOST: Short White coat.
Three quarter length.
Generous reward! Could
have been left at Pagliars,
Curns Center
Maybe
somewhere else. Call 7536453.
LOST: At Sugarbay campground in LBL. Black Lab
& Chow mixed. Named:
Sissy. Reward. Contact
Warner's Radiator. 4420779 Nights-744-0536.
LOST: 110Ib. male German Shepherd in Lynn
Grove area Call 4354139

g

BLACK GE electric range
with self-cleaning oven &
over the range microwave
$225 436-2782
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

itigftto67
CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
r. Carpet Vinyl I Ceramic Hardwood
come by & see our showroom today!
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

Applications will be accepted at the Calloway
County FSA office or can be mailed to
Calloway County FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
USDA is an equal opportunity provider and
employer and prohibits discrimination in its
programs and activities on the basis of race,
color, national origin, gender, religion, age,
disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation,
and martial or family status.

753-7728

LAYAWAY
Now For Christmas. Al
recliners, swivel & glide
rockers, sofa's, sectionals,
roll-a-ways, bedding &
more on sale! Carraway
Furniture. 105 North 3rd.
Call 753-1502.

PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These policies are now written in 10 standard plans and
we write 9 of the plans. Also at age 65 to
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your consideration now should be:
1. Pnce 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated" companies to give you the best possible rates and
service. We may be able to save you several
hundred dollars per year. We have been serving West Ky for over 30 years and would like to
be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

NURSING

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Prefer Certified but will train for certification
Full or Part Time (3-11 p.m. shift)
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing
Part-Time (3-11 pm.shift)
Benefits include: Health/Dental Ins.; Life
Ins.; Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement.
CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
4762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home

THE Music Crib"
Guitars, amps, etc.
668 Greenplain Rd.,
Hazel, Ky.
Hours: M-F 12-9PM
Sat. 10-5PM Sun. 124PM 492-8691.

Office Space
OWN the benefits of this
bright, quiet sound 2 bedroom mobile home on rented lot or moved Could be
less expensive than renting Call Velda Miller at
Grey's Properties or nights
and weekends 753-1989

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

FOR SALE
DNA AND
LOVEJEAT

LIKE NEW
CALL
759-9215
FOR SALE

LIGHTED
GLASS
CURIO
LIKE NEW
Call
759-9215

Sports Equipment
1998 GT Power Series
20in. BMX bike. Aluminum
frame. New "V" style
brakes, cool ATI racing pad
set. Call 753-4384

Firewood
FIREWOOD for
sale
$35.00 a rick Delivered
436-5014

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyda)" Discount Prices
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
•Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

12X52 2br., 1 bath. Ready
to move into. 753-9866.
12X65 2br, 2 bath. Good
shape. $3500. 436-5064.
1995 16x80 Belmont. 3br,
2 bath on 2 acres. 12x 24
covered front porch. 12x12
covered
back
porch.
$38,500. Call 753-0434.
4 lots. 120ft/200ft. 1997
16x70
mobile
home,
garage, & other out buildings. Coleman RE 7594118. Also 12x65 rent to
own.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed and insured in
Kentucky and Illinois. 4373939.
OLDER Northern built
Mobile Home for sale.
Remodeled Sumner 1999.
Garbage disposal, outside
gas heater & air conditioner. Reason for sale, court
closing. Must be moved.
$2800. Harvey L. Elder.
270-753-5832.
14X70 Mobile Home with
orwithout the lot. Located
in Hazel, KY. Excellent
condition. Must see to
appreciate. S10,000. 901232-8361.
1989 14x80 mobile home.
3br., 2 bath, c/h/a, good
condition. Must be moved.
$12,500. 270-382-2545,
328-8547.
VERY nice roomy '93
model. 16x80 spiral built
mobile home. Located
between Kirksey & Stella
on 1 acre lot. Has 3Br., 2
baths, lg wooden children's playhouse. 8x16
tool shed w/ lean to.
Garden area, well, & septic, new in 96. Was listed
with realtor at $39,500.
Asking price $36,500.
Willing to negotiate terms
W/ potential buyer Please
call 753-4249 leave message

Mut

28 Year Anniversary!
*Magnavox car alarms - $39.90
*Maxon CB radios, 40 channel -

$29.95
•Birdy-Bird's with birth certificates. They talk to you, sing &
dance. Compared to $16. Sell for
$7.95
*Raven 25 auto. #1 selling pistol
in U.S. New in box $39.95
*Laser Radar Detector Model1,DR 1510 $34.95
•Car CD Players. Audiovox
& Boss $110.
Every item is I per customer.

270-767-3660

Vernon's Pawn Shop

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 41071

713 S. 12th St., Murray

••• ••••• • -•• •••••114 ••• '

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95
753-3855

For the best possible prices
since 1958

Free
Fil90119iftibi

WestView

MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street. Murray
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
Picks, etc Hours:
10am- 6pm Mon- Fn.
9am- 3pm Sat

Need Furniture? Bedding?

641 S. 11', mi. to Tom Taylor Trl. right 1500 yds.

TURNING AGE 65?

MlleoliNomo Lots For Rent

Homes For Sds

# Crass)

"C&„..

Musics'

160
Home Furnishings

Read The
Classifieds Daily!

CLASSIFIED

Fri. 11 am.
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m

VIS.4

In Appliances

Domestic A Childcare

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

1999 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Chad
ibout

Help Wanted

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

12.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ad. S6
Si MI extra for S

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

DisplasiIs

-

2BR, 14x60. Central gas
H/A. 20x20 carport, deck,
underpinning
Newly
remodeled 5325/ rent/
deposit. 753-7953
2BR, C/H in Secure, quiet
court $190/ month
753-8216 or 753-5075.
3BR. 11/2 bath $275./
month 753-6012
CLEAN 1 & 2br trailers for
rent Call 759-4399

Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

NICE 2br No pets
753-9866

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs Coleman
RE 759-4118

1BR duplex apt Very
clean,
area
nice
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
1BR near MSU $22500.
Nice area, bright & roomy.
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NORTHWOOD Duplex
753-0900

FOR LEASE
Office Building in NItirra
Office Building in excellent location in city. Office area is
newly renovated and has appx. 4000 sq. ft.
Office building has six private offices, bathrooms, reception area, conference rooms,open work areas, file and mail
rooms, kitchen, storage areas and many amenities. New
heat and air units. Excellent condition.
cora Na-divide itj_to sUo separate ofTice areas if needed,
This is a great building with much to offer in a desirable
location.
Call for an appointment 270-753-1890.
COMMERCIAL building for 3BR. 2 bath, C/H/A on 206
rent on Chestnut St 437- South 12th. 2br, 1 bath,
4943
$275./ month 753-3415 &
OFFICE Space at 300 753-7123.
North 5th Newly remod- 4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
eled, excellent location Available now Coleman
767-9900
RE 759-4118

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT. Partially furnished. Washer/ dryer
available. No pets. 7679037.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d,
available
now
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR, Clean. Close to MSU.
Stove, refrigerator, low
income. Equal Housing
Opportunity. Call
436-5685
1BR, Walk to MSU.
Call 753-2084.
2BR
Duplex.
1302
Valleywood Dr
$375./
month. 759-4406
2BR
upstairs.
Water
included. $285/mo plus
deposit. 489-2296.
2BR, washer ,dryer. stove.
& refrigerator furnished
Lease & deposit Avail 1-100 753-7207
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR. newly redecorated;
near hospital. References
and deposit required No
pets. 753-3415 or
753-0409 weekends
2BR. townhouse, new.
super nice, covered parking
1401
Diuguid
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR , central gas heat
central air. near MSU
$300 No pets Ask about
move-in free weekend
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR.. central H/A appliances, deck, lawn mainlance Ask about move-in
free weekend. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
3BR
Duplex
C/H/A,
kitchen appliances furnished 753-7947

CLEAN Large 1 br/ Small
2br. Stove, refrigerator
supplied. 104 A Williams.
Near MSU. Call 759-5534.
DUPLEX 4br, 2 bath
Washer, dryer, dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator, fireplace,
gas
heat.
Residential neighborhood,
deposit & lease required.
$600/ month. 767-9232.
DUPLEX, 2BR. 1909B
Westwood Dr. Nice. 7538002.
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 -bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit.
753-2905.
LAKELAND
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY. 2br
garden home apt, beautiful
location near KY Lake,
supportive services, activities, scheduled transportation and on site amenities
Partial
$360.
utilities
included
270-354-8888
SIS EHO
LAKELAND WESLEY
VILLAGE. 1BR atrium apt,
utilities included. Rent
based on income, 62
& older, handicapped
or disabled. Supportive
services, meals on
wheels site, scheduled
transportation and activities. Beautiful Ky. Lake
location. 270-395-4493
Barbetta EHO.
NEAR University:
Extra large 2br apt
$350/ Month.
$200 Deposit.
753-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1. 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO

r.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid pris e • N1urra, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment.

-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

CLEAN 2Br. ,5 miles south
of Murray 492-8488
HAZEL. 2Br 492-8526
MOBILE home on private
lot 7 miles east of Murray.
Linzy Beane iesidence
436-2582

120
Apartments For Rent

Cr

Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

'
•

:
11.

• -

•

•

1-800-909-9064
*

'•

r •
•
45

•

>•
•

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
380

490
Pets I Supplies

VERY Nice 2br duplex
•
READY DEC 18th
CA-VA. appliances furnish
W.D hook up. yard mainte- • AKC Registered
s
nance included No pets
• Labrador Retriever
Call 615-907-4955
•
Puppies
VERY nice 2br. 11.'2 bath

a

a

Used Cars

For dile
MURHAV Lstates Lots for
sale city limits Private
country style living Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040

Townhouse, appliances
Black Males 522
5•
furnished with w/d. central •
All shots & checkgas ha. $500. 1month
up' will be current
deposit. lyr lease No pets
•
753-2905
Sire & Dame
HOW available- 1br apart- • Can he seen on sight.
ment furnished and paid •
utilities Lease and deposit
a
required. Near downtown
Nots.436-2755._
VERY Roomy. 2br, 2 bath AKC Puppies Chocolate
with garage Appliances Cookers. Shih Tzu. Toy
Samoyed.
furnished with washer Poodles,
dryer Central gas HIA 1 Chihuahua 382-2331

1986 HONDA Accord LXI
1 owner, excellent condition. Auto, sunroof, PW.
PL Must see to appreciate. 753-7304.
1997 PUNTIAC Grand
Am White, 6 cylinder.
Auto Asking $10.200
Call 489-2788

21 acres 94 Fleetwood
28x64 30x40 barn 3 separate pastures all fenced
approx 1 acre stocked
pond Located in the Shiloh
area call 759-9954

753-8986

Amigo

5-275 acres Coldwater
area Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300
AKITA Puppies AKC
11 TRACTS OF LAND
Cute & adorable Will
7-12 Acres per tract
hold until Christmas
Property located oft of Hwy
Rooms For Rent
270-382-2710
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
BEDROOM in pleasant AUSTRALIAN Shepherd Shiloh Rd. Redbud Lane &
80 For
home Share large living puppies ASCA registered proposed new Hwy
room kitchen & bath. vs/cf. Blue Merle & tri s available more information please
view property, review postcable hi Walk to Hospital $150 each 753-8506
ed data, then please call
or down town industry DOG obedience classes or
270-441-2253.
-$180 plus deposit of S125 private Serving Murray 17
42 acres 10 stall horse
years 436-2858
-53-9211
LePart -barn and mobile home
Puppies.
FREE
Beautiful
property
Cocker Spaniel. 753-4595.
Houses For Rent
_
Excellent building sites
JACK Russell puppies. Full $95.000. 474-2761 or
1BR HOME Good loca blooded 435-4249
742-9738)p).
Non $425,mc Call Mur-Ca
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
Realty 753-4444
(Toy Collies) Sable &
Pick your woodavailable
2 bdrm.. 2 bath, fireplace- white 270-354-8211
ed hillside choice of
gas logs. carport 1005
Poodle acreage from 2 on up
STANDARD
Main St $350 mo 527Puppies AKC Registered
Restricted 1 tract with
3664- Benton, Ky
Available late Jan. Red. pond located 5 minutes
brick
bath
2
1
and
2BR 1
black. fully guaranteed
North of town Call for prihouse with carport, deck. Hand raised with children
vate showing today. 753H. A. Washer, dryer hook Fantastic personality.
2905
furrefrigerator
up Stove &
436-6062
nished also has storage
building Within walking
distance of MSU Deposit
and 1 year lease No pets'
Call 753-1C71
. after 5p m or leave message
year lease
deposit No
2905

month
1
pets 753-

AKC Registered Yellow
Lab puppies 489-2057

38R 2 baths C H A 903
Drive
Southwood
Availabie Dec 23 7591610
3BR 2 bath house Hwy
464 Old Almo C HA, carstorage
outside
port.
5450, mo 753-3293 after
8PM
FOR rent 1Br small cottage out in the country. 94
East call 474-8056

EASTSIDE

rt2

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
O X4C meta, building
gas heat Located at
406 Sunbury Circlr,
Call 489-2020
r

489-2525
C-STORAGE
'0x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E Next tc
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
CREEKVIEW STORAGEs0-s40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom s Grille
759-4081
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
365
For Sale Or Lease

, 1-, 44
1993 DODGE 17275
V-8. excellent condition
$7000 obo 436-5847.

PLUMBING
Repairs fast service
436-5255

BEAU'S
Affordable Prices
•Replacement Windows
•Vinyl Siding 'Metal Roofs

474-2233
1-800-606-1208
21 Years Experience

151 2FT
Walk through
windshield boat 125hp
Johnson with trailer. $975
753-0605

Homes For Sale

Services Offered

home
old
year
1
Robertson Rd 3Br,, 2 bath,
apt over garage All the
-goodies" 4300 sqft. 7531500 or 559-2175
NEW house- 2484 total
scift 3Br, 2 bath, all the
extras Will consider land
contract or trade Nancy
Drive 753-1500 or 5592175

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work. gutter
cleaning. cleaning out
sheds. & Junk clean-up
436-2867

753-7407
ALig) area Approximately
3360sq ft home Has two
separate living areas
Great for large family, inOnly
laws
or rental
89.500 Call Kim a Park
Avenue Properties 270362-4224 or 362-4148

931-829-2972
111213Lakt Property
[
3 very nice log cabins 1
room w, bath on smaii
Cypress
lot
wooded
Springs area Priced to
sell 901-641-6900 or 901644-1612 Johnny

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
435-4272.
2 bath brick Double lot
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
town's edge
Decks. Home Additions,
Easy financing
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
753-4109, 759-8093
Garages. Carports. Pole
HOUSE 8 4 lots within 1
Barns, Metal Buildings,
mile of Cypress Springs
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Built on garage & 24x40
&
Installed
Finished
garage on 1 lot 30x30
Workmanship
Quality
garage All for $39.500
Rates
Affordable
Owner will finance' 436Licensed
5170
753-7860 753-9308
Wood Stove for sale with
All
Carpentry,
ALL
marble all around $300
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
470
additions,
porches decks Rotten
Motorcycles I ATV's
roofs
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair,
1997 HONDA 300 EX
Why buy new, when you vinyl siding References
can save $2.000 Good Licensed & insured Call
condition, many extras Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
52800 753-4519 or
Accept Visa or Mastercard
801-554-6330

[
Can Utaity Vehicles

F you live in a late mode
mobile home and are rent
tng a lot, you can own you
own for about the same
price Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre. prices $10,000 to
61111:1116 Imam
$12,000. includes water,
10 gal tanks $10 ea 30 septic, and driveway 10
gal tanks $90 ea 759- min north of Murray Also
land/home packages avail ,322
Call 270-437-4838
AKC Chocolate Lab pups at.
F .;ed
HEASONACTY
Ready 12'10 Will hold for
building lots now available
chnstmas 1st shots &
270-436-2016. Located just South of
irormed
Murray If no answer leave Murray off 641 Green
Plains Estates offer several
message
attractive lots in affordable
:loberman
-F
FITC
puppies
price
Owner
ranges
Born 10-13
1Dr sale
financing available Call
I5eady 12-1. but will hold fit
evenings at 753-7463 or
Christmas $200 Call in
489-2205
Murray 519-8656

1995 FORD Explorer Sport
4x4. Loaded, excellent
condition $15.500 4365847

Used Cars
1988 BUICK Park Avenue
New AC, front tires, battery
front brake pads Good
local car $2500 firm 7531490
1990 Ford Taurus SHO 5speed $3,850 759-8871
1992 FORD Escort Good
work car, needs transmis
sion work $750 1988
Mazda RX-7 for parts or
sell for $300
Call 753-2765 after 5p m

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching. aeration. overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

Open 9-7:30 p.m. • 713 S. 1291 St.

.f4er to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett

(across from Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet

ROOF LEAKING?
professional
a
Call
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial 270-435-4645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night
753-5484

Vernon's Pawn Shop

WE SHOW YOU
• 100'; loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5
' APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
(

Horse equipment,
name brands, saddles to brushes,
factory & store
buyouts.
December 16th
6:00 p.m.
Calloway Inn
U.S. Hwy.641 S.

PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING
Affordable rates, satisfaction guaranteed, very
Free
dependable.
Estimates. Good references. Call 436-2102.

753-7113

$49.95

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
8 Satellite,
500 N. 4th St. Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER,436-5848

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
18" Satellite FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Systems
Dish Network
OR

DIRECTV

Cottle see u, at our new location

DirecTV

408 N. 12th St.
'Next to I'Lzza Hutt

Free Self Install Kits

www.woockatellite.com

uttlipkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
-VINYL SIDING
-ROOFS - STREAKED
*INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
•SIDEWALKS
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

YOU SHOW IS:
•Average credit i not perfect) '
•Steady-income history

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION

PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134

*89 SILVERADO 350 auto., white - $4,9511.

NICE '88 Blk & Gold
4 cyl
Dodge truck
chrome wheels, white
raised letter tires New
battery, tilt steering A/C
stereo with sports extended cab 59.000 miles plus
753-7438.

Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct
Murray, KY

Scott Lam pkins

(270) 767-0062

L.UNTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding. additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm.
Horace Sholar
WM ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DOZER Work
$45hr Call 759-1859
• Leave Message

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today.

753-5827
NEED A New Home?
Want to add
on or remodel?
Bad credit- No credit
No problem Financing
Available Call
Starks Construction
(270)759-5475 or
Toll Free 877-294-5771

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or lust replacmg a switch
,
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

HANDYWORK! odd Jobs
wanted No lob too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

WW Construction

Chim
CHIM
Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
1000 SR Discount Tracy
Manning 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience.

'Selling the boa(
was smooth sailing

Murray. KY

753-6266

*We redly cleaned up
'
with our Garage Sale,

,c-7--1;,---;1ipamb Brothers
,3 Tree Service

'Coll 270-75.1-1916 t
place your ledger e
times C‘ossned ad now'

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estimates
24 H. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree & Slump
Removal

Tree Trunnung
Cleanup Sc,-.,e
Full 1.4ne of
Equipment
Paul Lamb

CLASSIFIED

HOROSCOPES
stay centered with a boss Tonight: Spend
time with that special person.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
**** A partner shows his true colors.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday. Think carefully and assess your needs.
Dec 15, 1999
Sometimes what you think you are sayYou are very sensitive, and you frequent- ing isn't heard properly. or vice versa.
ly feel misunderstood by those in your Pressure bwlds. You look at situations
day-to-day life. You might not be happy differently than family and fnends do.
with your work, but from Chnstmas on, Tonight: Let others decide.
you enter a penod that allows you to LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
change that situation. Spnng is unusually **** You bound into work and get
dynamic. professionally. Romance flour- the job done. Your assessment of a situaishes this winter and next summer if you tion could be considerably different than
are single An old love affair could be that of a partner who is generally glum
resuscitated. or a new person might pop and negative. Take time deciding on an
into your life. If attached, talks about important gift for a loved one. Your
expanding the farm!y are active You'll thoughtfulness comes through.
find your relationships heating up a lot SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ti-us coming summer PISCES helps keep **** Your
gentleness comes out, no
grounded
you
matter who you are dealing with Allow
others to see the real you, even if anothThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll er has blinders on. Allow
your imagina4-Positive,
5-Dynamic.
Have
tion to roam, but be careful when it
1-Difficult
2-So-so,
3-Average.
comes to making money. Steer clear of
wild investments. Tonight Midweek
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
break time.
** Don't get discouraged. You might SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
be feeling down as you are pushed ** Pressure builds at work, tossing you
beyond your limits. Currently. you might into a tizzy. You could also be quite senbe having a difficult time seeing anything sitive when it comes to emotional matrealistically. Just relax. Do something ters, and you could misread others. You
just for you. and you will feel better are pushing very hard, and your weanTonight. Pull back and indulge in a stress ness is affecting your perspective.
buster.
Tonight: Break away as soon as you can,
TAURUS (April 20-May 2W
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 191
* *** Avoid unusual negativity.
**** Take the initiative and ask key
Think about the words you choose; they questions. You might be pressured by an
might convey much more than you think_ emotional situation. Listen to a fnend
A partner means well, but he could be who means well and has only good intentouchy. Nevertheless, somehow you
tions Make a must meeting. even if it
encourage him to regroup and change his
puts stress on your schedule Tonight A
attitude. Tonight. Join fnends
force to be reckoned with.
201
-June
2I
GEMINI(May
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)
*** Responsibilities tumble on you
*** Finances are a major concern.
Think through a decision carefully. News
even though present facts could be a bit
and another's efforts could overwhelm
distorted by your imagination. Your
you. You have a tendency to be negative
expectations could go way beyond the
at times. A co-worker has the best intencall of duty. Be gentler with yourself
tions - don't misread his efforts
Others give you more leeway' Tonight:
Tonight Work late.
Take a realistic look at your budget.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Fnendship draws you in new
**** Your personality melts defensdirections, though you might feel that
es Others are more willinf to explain
another is burdening you in some way.
themselves because of your gentleness.
Loosen up and stay determined about a Initially, you might find some to be disgoal A child or new fnend could add a tant and hard to communicate with.
lot of magic to your life. Tonight: Let go Don't lose track of your work demands
of your "musts- and enjoy the season
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others mean well, but they could BORN TODAY
be a bit hard on you. Be understanding of Actor Don Johnson (1949), musician
a family member who might not honor Dave Clark (1942), former football playyour work needs but who still cares er Daryl Turner (1961)
••*
about you Juggle your different needs,
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times

is now accepting

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555

Charlie Warren
*35 Yrs. Experience
•Residential Building
oRemodeling
*All Types of Brick
Laying

753-1500 or
559-2175
Fax 753-0032

L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest Price In Town

B&B Brokers
701 South 12th St.

BACKHOE SERVICE
753-4389
system,
ROY HILL Septic.
drive-ways, hauling, founNew & Used
dations. etc 436-2113

CLASSIFIED

119 E. Main

• AO%

759-1591

I sold the house and
the furniture with just
on,..I.

:1
119

TIP ,
V416-

(270)

•93 GMC 305 auto., green &
silver - $7,750.

85 Chevy P U. 350, auto.
$1600. obo 759-4401.

'Everyone s talking
°bout the Ledger &
Times Ciasseeds

'My i..cx was sold so
fast i thought I'd
get o ticket!'

Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

•86 FORD F150

74 Ford P.0 360. auto
$550 obo. 759-4401

530
Servicas Offered

630
Simms Ofhwed

Carpet Installation Inc•

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services "Cleaning- vinyl
mobile
siding. homes
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots. all exte988 Ford F150 XLT 4x4 rior cleaning, acid cleaning
SWB 302 V-8, black, AC, available David Borders,
PW High miles, good Insured,
Completely
truck 759-1816
Mobile Phone 502-7594734.
1992 CHEVY Sport
753-4801

Global Mortgage Link I

NUTRENA FEEDS
10°. Horse & Cattle feed
only $3.63 150lb bags)
Stateline Western World
Store
Feed
Stateline
Highway 893 West Hazel
KY (Turn West at caution
light i Feed for all livestock
& pets 270-492-6144.
Hours
9- 6 Monday -Friday
9- 4 Saturday
1- 4 Sunday

Lots For Salo
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
with 2 car garage For
tease or purchase Call
753-4444- Day 759-1664
Evenings

1998 Chrysler Town &
Country LXI van Loaded
excellent condition 20.600
miles 759-9251 evenings

460

HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix Price per ton
with truck loads
FULLY Furnished Lake
270-345-2800
Front Homes Utilities & HORSEBOARDING availcable TV included $273 able Full or partial care V% per week ($39 a night
pasture optional New facilAvailable through March ities Ali indoor arena. 3
No pets Paradise Resorts miles from town 270-759Call 270-436-2767
3537
360
Storage Rentals

Bel

Registered AKC
Golden Retriever
puppy. Male,
6 months old.
Wormed & shots.
Housebroken.
$200.
Call 474-8340.

3BR Brick Ranch 2 car
garage nice quiet area
Will lease with option to
buy 1107 Fairlane $650
month with deposit 7593395

_I I

630
Services Ottereci

630
Senna.Offered

100 lbs.
cylinder for sale

leab*Wagatic,
* COUNTRY HAMS *
HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because its aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-433-5984
Local (270) 759-6128
PO Box 724, Murray, KY 42071

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Glfto of Distinction from the Southwest
1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133
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I've been grateful for that lesson
learned.
So, the short of it is this. Some
comatose patients comprehend what
is said in their presence; therefore.
always assume that they can hear,
assimilate and be affected by what
goes on around them.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is the basal temperature test considered a valid
method for diagnosing an underactive
thyroid condition?
DEAR READER: It used to be, but
it has now been supplanted by a more
accurate test, called the TSH (a blood
test that measures thyroid stimulating hormone.)
If taken properly (before a patient
gets out of bed in the morning), a
basal temperature will often be below
normal in the presence of hypothyroidism. However, the test is so cumbersome that many people prefer to
avoid it. Furthermore, a basal temperature may be low because of other
factors.
Blood tests are quicker and more
accurate. By ordering a T3 and a 14
(to measure thyroid hormone levels).
as well as a TSH, your doctor can easily tell you in a couple of days whether
your thyroid gland is normal or
whether a deficiency exists. In my
opinion, blood tests are the way to go.
Basal temperature recordings have
largely been confined to women who
need to know the time of ovulation so
that they can become pregnant.

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Asleep at the Switch

!Its defensto explain
gentleness.
to be dmcate with.
demands.
ant

, musician
3tball play-

Tomorrow: Trump control.
'100' 117
•'Al 4
EP, irl
I
i
ket iN.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I BROUGHT SO MArsly THINGS
BACK FRoM HoffPuSAG....

nes

rd
GARFIELD

L916

LOOKING BACK

of family, friends and your column,
I called it off.
Please tell your readers not to
underestimate the power of friendship and love. When we fail to
speak out against something we
know is wrong, we unwittingly condone it.
HAWKEYE GAL IN S.F.

DEAR ABBY: I disagree emphatTen years ago
ically with your responses to Father
Ron Gibson, David Lane, Jeanie
Francesco of Newark and to "WorDEAR DR. GOTT. Are comatose
Carson and Chuck Williams are
was
who
Friend,"
My
About
ried
patients likely to hear what is going
new officers of the United Way
concerned that her friend was
on around them?
of Directors.
Board
and
marriage
bad
a
into
entering
not.
DEAR READER: Ordinarily
Preparations are proceeding on
did not want to be in the wedding.
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TRUE STORY
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quantity
44 "Some Like It
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51 One, in Milan
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54 Slam in
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55 Mothers
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tortoise
57 Lake or
Canal
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Lance E. Booth III, Stephen E.
Douglass and Thomas W. Lassiter,
all of Murray, have been named
Distinguished Military Students at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Rang,
Nov. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwain Elkins, Dec. 8; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Winchester and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCallon,
Dec. 9.
Forty years ago
The Tennessee Valley Authority, in a report, says that the local
municipal and cooperative electric
distribution systems which serve
the retail electric customers 'of
TVA regions had "another year of
successful operation in 1959."
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Wilson, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Paschall, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Raymond
Rideout and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Johnson.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County farmers have
placed 12,500 bushels of the 1949
crop of corn under loan in the government's support program, according to Q.D. Wilson, chairman of
County PMS committee.
Mr. and Mrs. A.J. (Sime) Burkeen will be married 57 years Dec.
18.
In a high school basketball game
Hazel beat Lynn Grove with high
scorers being Lamb for Hazel and
D. Darnell, Parks and Miller for
Lynn Grove.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 14. the
348th day of 1999. There are 17
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Dec.
14, 1799, the first president of the
United States, George Washington,
died at his Mount Vernon home
at age 67.
On this date:
In 1911, Norwegian explorer
Roald Amundsen became the first
man to reach the South Pole, beat-.
ing out an expedition led by Robert
F. Scott.
In 1946, the United Nations
General Assembly voted to establish U.N. headquarters in New York,
In 1962, the U.S. space probe
Mariner II approached Venus, transmitting information about the planet.
In 1980, fans around the world
paid tribute to John Lennon, six
days after he was shot to death
in New York City.
In 1986, the experimental aircraft "Voyager," piloted by Dick
Rutan and Jeana Yeager, took off
from Edwards Air Force Base in
California on the first non-stop, nonrefueled flight around the world.
Five years ago: A .federal judge
granted a preliminary injunction
blocking almost all of Proposition
187's bans affecting illegal immigrants in California. Former
Arkansas Governor Orval E:
Faubus, whose refusal to let nine
black students into Little Rock's
Central High School in 1957 forced
President Eisenhower to send in
federal troops, died at age 84.
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20 "A Doll's
House
author
22 Ending with
priest or child
23 Entertainer
Paul —
25 Vast period of
time
27 Cooler
28 At right
angles to ship
29 Type metal
piece
30 Storage
pieces
34 TV's Archie
Bunker
36 Speak
imperfectly
37 Score
39 Offensive
vapors
41 Work out
42 Dark
bluish-red
43 Ms Turner
44 Clayey earth
45 Greek letter
47 Mine find
49 Boxing great
50 Female ruff
53 Between NB
and ND

55

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
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6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
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6 mo.
$98.00
1 yr.
Money Order
M/C
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a ATTENTION BIG SAVINGS a
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20%.
STOREWIDE
a
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a ALL Christmas Merchandise a
a
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Martial Arts

Gifts Certficates

is the perfect gift
for the whole family,

Available At...

5tEssadiat

Gift Packet Includes:
UNIFORM
PRIVATE LESSON

Day Spa

Call Today!

• Massage Therapy • Facials
• AVEDA " & DPI Products
• Aromatherapy
•Sugaring • Nails

753-6111

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray
C.111 today for your appointment

•

The ultimate in gas log heat and beauty. Monessen vent-free gas logs offer
you the most choices in log styles and
operation modes. The most realistic
hand crafted logs with glowing coals
and yellow flames combined with the
high efficiency of vent-free space h
eating makes Monessen the ultimate
choice when you're lookingfor gas
logs with heat and personality.

(Are-a's Large
Selection of
Latest Styles Sterling Silver
of Seiko, Pulsar,
Citizen and
Fossil watches
up to 25% off Engagement
Ring
Consultation
Best Prices and Design
and Service
on Gold, Silver
Excellent
and
Diamonds
Repair
GEM
GOLD
MUIR

ThcehSatiinhls0a1w1 $15995
AreyoureadYforaPIH*oIOIP

Murray Home 6 Auto
Outdoor Division

Engraving

Get This 1999 Fully Automatic Prairle.300 4x4
For Only $89.00 With The Bank Rate
Locked At 10.99% First 24 Months!

Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

'Tis
The Season...

For Santa To
Rest His
Weary Bones!
selection
of
recliners!

Yes, this Prairie 300 4x4 has big metal floor
boards & with the hi-lo range it runs like
most 400's. To get yours give a short application in store. Call 270-753-8078 Today!
Only at...
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COWBOY & COWGIRL CHRISTMAS 0

VA

29.99 or Less
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All Ladies
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'
Calloway County's Exclusive
Monessen Dealer

TilLiqqAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

Wrangler Blouses

29.99 or Less
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New Justin Kids Work
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Re.11

Boots $69.99

32" Diagonal
Television

*Very High Performance Picture Tube
•Color Picture-In-Picture
•Commercial Skip

Daly$599

Court Square-Murray • 753-1713
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY'
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